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English 

Department 

 

 

Programs Outcomes and 

Course Outcomes 



PO’S & CO’s of English 

Learning Outcomes, Program Outcome, Program Specific Outcome and Course Outcome 

Department of English 

Learning Outcomes 

After completing the graduation in English, student will be able to: 

LO1: improve the basic skills regarding learning of language 

LO2: develop and enrich creative and innovative writing skills 

LO3: develop and enrich creative and innovative writing skills 

LO4: able to increase the considerable number of diction for daily communication 

LO4: analyse, interpret and evaluate any important task in daily life 

LO5: develop critical and evaluative skills 

LO6: acquaint with major and useful terms, theories and concepts in literature and 

history 

LO7: apply grammatical rules while communication 

LO8: develop and enrich communicative competence 

LO9: communicate at official and working places with ease and comfort  

LO10 make overall and exhaustive development of their personality 

LO11: attain the skills like proof reading, editorial writing and research writing. 

 Programme Outcomes 

After completion of this Programme students will be able to: 

PO1: Apply and Demonstrate practical knowledge of the subject in diverse sectors 



PO2: Elucidate and explain the basic and fundamental concepts, critical terms and 

theories, advanced concepts and techniques in the programme. 

PO3: Comprehend, Comment and appreciate literature in developing aesthetic, 

emotional, mental, moral, intellectual skills of an individual and creating a healthy 

society. 

PO4: Relate the implications as well as influences of environmental, socio-

economic, socio-cultural and socio-political literature to the daily life and how they 

can provide solutions to the social, political, economic, environmental and cultural 

issues through written articles, novels, dramas, poetries and stories to spread the 

message of equality, nationality, social harmony, ecosystem, fraternity, brotherhood, 

etc. 

PO5: Evaluate and analyze critically the literature inrelation to social issues and 

appreciate the strength, understand the challenges and suggest the required and 

beneficial improvements for better results. 

PO6: Apply multiple paradigms of literature and social sciences to make the life of 

human beings more joyful and meaningful. 

PO7: Increase the participation in various social, political, environmental and 

cultural activities. 

PO8: Establish an independent identity and constructa multifaceted and overall 

personality to enrich earning skills 

PO9: Apply knowledge of literature in connection with social, economic, cultural, 

political and environmental approaches to cultivate human and moral values which 

generate responsibility and positive attitude for leading well balanced life for nation 

building. 

PO10: Enrich and demonstrate development of communication skills like, listening, 

speaking, reading and writing which will help to express ideas, thoughts and views 

effectively. 

Programme Specific Outcomes 

On completion of graduation programme, students are able to: \ 

PSO1: Compose literary works. 



PSO2: Critically appreciate a literary work of art.  

PSO3: Use communication skills effectively in personal, social and working  

life. 

PSO4 Communicate in English fluently as well as write appropriately. 

PSO5 Inculcate moral and human values for transformation of behaviour. 

PSO6 Write clearly, effectively, imaginatively and to accommodate writing skills 

to create text. 

PSO6 Analyse the structure of English words, study etymology of words, to study 

texts from the point of view of morphology, phonology, grammar, syntax and 

semantics. 

PSO7 Recognize and comprehend various aspects of English language. 

 

Course Outcomes 

After completion of these courses students will be able to: 

B.A. Part I 

Ability Enhancement Compulsory Course (AECC 1) (Compulsory English) 

(CBCS) 

CO1: Implement use of vocabulary effectively 

CO2: Motivate use of English for effective oral communication 

CO3: Inculcate human values with the help of the course 

CO4: To improve four basic skills of English language learning 

(LSRW) 

CO5: Appreciate prose and poetry on various levels. 



CO6: Discuss themes of poetry and prose texts. 

  

B. A. Part II 

Ability Enhancement Compulsory Course (AECC) (CBCS) 

English for Communication (Compulsory English) 

CO19: Highlight growth and development of oral and written communication skills 

in English. 

CO20: Learn using language skills in personal, academic and professional life for 

presentation 

CO21: Increase confidence and other soft skills as required in various jobs 

CO22: Set an example of broad human and cultured perspective. 

CO23: Read, understand and comprehend prose and poetry 

CO24: Implement a drastic change and increase in vocabulary 

  

(Discipline Specific Core) (DSC-C5) 

English (Paper III) (Semester III) Literature and Cinema (CBCS) 

CO25: Explain basic terminology in film 

CO26: Discuss the characteristics of film adaptations 

CO27: Enable and enhance active vocabulary 

CO28: Study the text and film from the point of view of adaptation 

CO29: Present a critical analysis of a work of art 

CO30: Explore the central ideas and issues in film 



(Discipline Specific Core) (DSC-C6) 

English (Paper IV) (Semester III) Partition Literature (CBCS) 

CO31: Highlight the hidden dimensions of the partition to the students 

CO32: Present various stories and incidents during Partition 

CO33: Give the dark side and violence appeared in works during partition 

CO34: Discuss importance of peace, non-violence and brotherhood in the pre-

independence as well as the contemporary scenario. 

CO35: Explore human values that appear in literary works 

CO36: Show increasing reading capability. 

B.A. Part III 

Compulsory English 

Ability Enhancement Compulsory Course (CBCS) 

ENGLISH FOR COMMUNICATION 

CO37: Interact in English in oral and written forms, in their rout-in life and working 

places. 

CO38: Show essential skills in face job interviews confidently and effectively. 

CO39: Exemplify soft skills required at workplaces and in real life. 

CO40: Maintain respect to others’ opinions and views to develop democratic attitude 
in group discussions 

CO41: Recite and comprehend poetry and prose passages. 

CO42: Explore values of humanity. 

INTRODUCTION TO LITERARY CRITICISM (CBCS) Discipline Specific 

Elective 



Semester V (Paper VII) (DSE- E11) & Semester VI (Paper XII) (DSE- E136) 

CO43: Study the concepts of literary criticism 

CO44: High light the orists’ contributions to the branch of literary criticism. 

CO45: Discuss about multiple critical and literary movements. 

CO46: Study themes and poetic devices in poetry 

CO47: Focus contribution of the contemporary critics 

CO48: Study and applythe definitions of critical terms 

ENGLISH DRAMA (CBCS) Discipline Specific Elective 

Semester V (Paper IX) ((DSE – E13) & Semester VI (Paper XIV) (DSE – 

E138) 

CO49: Explore basic forms and several types of drama. 

CO50: State ideological or socio-political relations of drama. 

CO51: Perform interesting dialogues and actions on the stage 

CO52: Enable the learners’ of understanding human nature through the characters 
appearing in dramatic work 

CO53: Elucidate various elements and movements in history of the drama 

CO54: Study, analyse and observe characters in dramas 

  

  

ENGLISH NOVEL (CBCS) 

Discipline Specific Elective Semester V (Paper X) ((DSE – 14)& Semester VI 

(Paper XV) (DSE – E139) 

CO55: increase capability of reading a text 



CO56: State political or socio-cultural issues in the novels. 

CO57: Understand various elements of the novel. 

CO58: Write several short stories, articles and short stories 

CO59: Study about the rise and development of novel 

CO60: Observe and study the characters in the novel 

  

English Special ENGLISH POETRY (CBCS) 

Discipline Specific Elective 

Semester V (Paper VIII) (DSE – E12) and Semester VI (Paper XIII) (DSE – E137) 

CO61: Focus rise and development of the poetry in English from the days of 

Shakespearean times to the Digital age. 

CO62: Recite and interpret the poems with implied meaning 

CO63: Observe comparative sense between Western and Eastern poetic traditions as 

well as between literary movements. 

CO64: Sing poem salong with proper pronunciation, music and rhythm. 

CO65: Apply appropriate vocab while interacting. 

CO66: Motivate an increase in literary and linguistic capability. 

  

LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS (CBCS) Discipline Specific Elective 

Semester V –Paper XI (DSE - E15) & Semester VI – Paper XVI (DSE - E140) 

After completion of this course students will be able to: 

CO67: Study the basic concept of communication. 

CO68: Find similarities and dissimilarities between many languages. 



CO69: Study the fundamentals of grammar 

CO70: Understand importance of words and phrases. 

CO71: Study basic elements and types of clauses. 

CO72: Differentiate and identify the types of sentences and formal or functional 

label. 

B.Sc. Part I 

Ability Enhancement Compulsory Course (AECC –A) (Compulsory English) 

(CBCS) 

English for Communication 

CO73: Focus the effective use of diction and words 

CO74: Choose English for effective written communication 

CO75: Comprehend human values through English language 

CO76: Learn the basic skills of English language (LSRW) effectively. 

CO77: Share daily routine in English language 

CO78: Learn describing objects, persons in English correctly 

B. Sc. Part III 

Compulsory English Ability Enhancement Compulsory Course (CBCS) 

ENGLISH FOR COMMUNICATION 

CO79: Grow Communication skills in English in oral and written forms. 

CO80: Attain needful skills for job interviews. 

CO81: Inculcate soft skills needed at job places and in real life. 

CO82: Apply knowledge in written interaction for media writing 



CO83: Comprehend and enjoy poetry and prose. 

CO84: Find and present human values in literary works. 

B.Com. Part I 

Ability Enhancement Compulsory Course (Compulsory English) (CBCS) 

English for Business Communication 

CO85: Present use of vocabulary effectively. 

CO86: Use English interaction in oral form 

CO87: Find and inculcate human values through the text 

CO88: Enhance of four basic skills of English language learning (LSRW) 

CO89: Applying English from commercial point of view 

CO90: Develop writing for business correspondence 

  

B.COM. Part II 

ABILITY ENHANCEMENT COMPULSORY COURSE (AECC) (CBCS) 

ENGLISH FOR BUSINESS COMMUNICATION (Compulsory English) 

CO91: Interacting in English in oral as well as written forms. 

CO92: Applying Linguistic skills and competence in personal, academic and 

professional life. 

CO93: Learn and develop soft skills required in job sector. 

CO94: Increase active participation in the process of learning. 

CO95: Set an example of humanity and civilised point of view. 

CO96: Discuss about banking correspondence in English 
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Course Outcomes 



 

 

Department of Political Science 

 

 

Programme Specific Outcomes (PSOs) 

1.  Political Science After completion of the programme, the students 

will develop ability: 

2.   Understand the history of political ideology and political thoughts 

from ancient to the modern age. 

3.   Understand the major political systems in the world. 

4.  Understand the dimensions of international politics. 

5.   Interpret the role of regional and international organization in the 

new world order. 

6.  Analyse the concepts of good governance and e-governance. 

7. Realize the organs of government machinery and representation. 

8. Understand the formulation and execution of decisions and laws 

made by the government. 

 

 

 

 

 



Course Outcomes (COs) 

B.A. I – Paper No. I and II 

Introduction to Political Science and Indian Constitution 

1. Students learn the political process and Indian Constitution. 

2. To Increase knowledge of the political science discipline. 

3. Introducing the Indian Constitution with a focus on the role of 

the Constituent Assembly and examining the essence of the 

Preamble. 

4. Examining the Fundamental Rights and Duties of Indian 

citizens with a study of the significance and status of Directive 

Principles. 

5. Assessing the nature of Indian Federalism with focus on Union-

State Relations. 

B.A. II – Paper No. III, IV and V, VI 

Political Process of India, Indian Political Thoughts and Local Self 

Government in Maharashtra 

1. Students realize the governing process. 

2. Understand the history of political ideology and political thoughts 

from ancient and Modern India. 

3. Understand Decentralization process in India and Maharashtra. 

4. Promote participate of students in local governing process. 

5. Tracing the evolution of Indian political thought from ancient 

India to modern India. 

6. Assessing the various National and State Political parties in India. 

 



B.A. III 

Paper No. VII and XII 

Political Theory and Modern Political Concepts 

1. Students get theoretical knowledge and conceptual framework of the 

student is expanded. 

2. Understand the history of political concept. 

3. Increase recognition of the major problems, the leading policies, and 

the legal issues confronting contemporary political systems. 

4. Provide opportunities to undergraduate and graduate students to 

link theory and practice and to apply political science knowledge and 

skills to actual problem-solving and community service. 

Paper No. VIII and XIII 

Public Administration and Politics and Movements in Maharashtra 

1. Explaining the nature, scope and evolution of Public Administration; 

Private and Public Administration; Principles of Socialist 

Management. 

2. Discussing making of Public Policy Making and methods of 

Implementation. 

3. Analysing the major Concepts in Public Administration. 

4. Tracing the Challenges in the discipline of Public Administration like 

New Public Administration (NPA); Comparative Public 

Administration (CPA) and Development Administration. 

5. Analysing the Administrative Processes: decision making; 

communication and control; leadership; co-ordination. 

6. Analysing the Civil Service in India. 



Paper No. IX and IVX 

International Politics and Foreign Policy of India 

1. Analyse and explain contemporary international phenomena, 

including identifying and assessing the positions and interests 

of key international subjects. 

2. Identify important historical continuities and changes in 

international relations and in the machinery of diplomacy. 

3. Explaining scope and subject matter of International Relations 

as an autonomous academic discipline. 

4. Approaches and methods to study the discipline through 

Political realism, Pluralism and Worlds System’s Model. 

5. Examining the issues of Underdevelopment, Terrorism, 

Regionalism and Integration that characterizes the Post-cold 

war order. 

Paper No. X and XV 

Comparative Politics   Comparative Government  

(With special reference to UK & USA) 

Tracing the evolution of Comparative Politics as a discipline and drawing a 

distinction between Comparative Politics and Comparative Government. 

1. Investigating the nature and scope of Comparative Politics. 

2. Analysing the approaches the approaches and models of 

comparison: systems analysis; structural functionalism; and 

institutional approach. 

3. Critically analysing the features of a liberal democratic and 

socialist political system with focus on UK, USA and the 

People’s Republic of China. 



4. Discussing the features of a federal system with special 

reference to USA and China. 

5. Critically looking at the rights of the citizens of UK, USA and 

PRC from a comparative perspective. 

Paper No. XI and XVI 

Western Political Thought I and Western Political Thought II 

1. Providing an insight into the dominant features of Ancient 

Western Political Thought: Ancient Greek political thought 

with focus on Aristotle and Plato; Roman Political Thought: its 

contributions with special emphasis on the emergence of 

Roman law. 

2. Examining the features of Medieval Political Thought. 

3. Evaluating the Renaissance; political thought of Reformation; 

and Machiavelli. 

4. Critically examining and contributions to the theory of various 

western political thinkers. 



 

 

BCA 

Department 

 

 

Programs Outcomes and 

Course Outcomes 



 

Department of B.C.A. 

 

PO’S & CO’s of B.C.A. Program 

Program Outcomes 

After completion of this program students should be able to -- 

PO1: Apply knowledge of ICT in solving business problems. 

PO2: Learn various programming languages and custom software. 

PO3: Design component, or processes to meet the needs within realistic constraints. 

PO4: Identify, formulate, and solve problems using computational temperaments. 

PO5: Comprehend professional and ethical responsibility in computing profession. 

PO6: Express effective communication skills. 

PO7: Recognize the need for interdisciplinary and an ability to engage in life-long     

learning. 

PO8: Knowledge of contemporary issues and emerging developments in computing 

profession. 

PO9: Utilize the techniques, skills and modern tools, for actual development process 

Course Outcomes 

B.C.A.-I Sem-I 

1) Course Code: CC 101 Fundamentals of Computer 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

1.Understand basic concepts of computer. 

2. Describe peripheral devices and number systems. 

3. Understand operating environment 

4. Demonstrate the use of Linux Operating system commands 

 

 



2) Course Code: CC 102 Introduction to Programming using ‘C’ 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

1. Able to implement the algorithms and draw flowcharts for solving 

Mathematical problem. 

2. Ability to design and develop Computer programs, analyzes, and interprets 

the concept of  pointers, declarations, initialization, operations on pointers and 

their usage. 

  3. Able to define data types and use them in simple data processing 

applications. 

3) Course Code: AEC 103 Principles of Management 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

  1) Understand the influence of historical forces on current practice of mgmt. 

  2) Understand frameworks in the four functions of management. 

  3) Understand leadership styles to anticipate the consequences of each style 

  4) Be able to identify and apply appropriate management techniques for Orgn.            

  5) Understand social responsibility involved in business situations 

4) Course Code: AEC 104 Business Communication 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

  1) Communicate in English in written as well as oral mode 

  2) Make presentations in English 

  3) Do effective business correspondence 

5) Course Code: AEC 105 Office Automation 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

 

  1) Understand the components of office automation 

  2) Perform operations using MS Word and PowerPoint 

  3) Surf details through Internet 

6) Course Code: CCL 106 Lab Course-I based on CC 102 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

 1) Understand and trace the execution of programs written in C language. 

 2) Write the C code for a given algorithm 

 3) Implement program with pointers &arrays, perform pointer arithmetic. 

 



7) Course Code: CCL107 Lab Course  based on AEC107 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

1) Use internet & internet tools 

2) Performs operations using MS-Word & MS-Powerpoint 

3) Create business presentation using Powerpoint. 

 

B.C.A.- I Sem-II 

1) Course Code: CC 201 Database Management System 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

  1)Describe basic concepts of DBMS 

  2) Demonstrate the principles behind systematic database design approaches. 

  3) Learn MS-Access for database creation & handling transaction. 

2) Course Code: CC 202 Operating System 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

  1) Possess knowledge of Operating Systems and their types. 

  2) Apply the concept of a process and scheduling algorithms. 

  3) Realize the concept of deadlock and different ways to handle it. 

3) Course Code: CC 203 Object Oriented Prog.Using C++ 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

   1) Understand object-oriented programming and advanced C++ concept 

   2) Apply the concepts of object, classes and constructor. 

   3) Implement concept of polymorphism in program. 

4) Course Code: AEC 204 Financial Accounting with Tally 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

   1) Use basic accounting terminology, procedures and systems of accounts. 

  2) Understand financial statements 

  3) Demonstrate MIS reports in Tally ERP. 

5) Code:AEC 205 Mathematical Foundation for Comp. Applications 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

  1) Basic knowledge of set theory, functions and relations concepts matrix         

      needed for designing and solving problems. 

  2) Use graph algorithms to solve problems.  

  3) Construct simple mathematical proofs and possess the ability to verify them. 



6) Course Code: CCL 206 Lab Course-III based on CC 201 & AEC 204 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

   1) Use MS-Access DBMS and design database 

   2) Perform operations on data using MS access features 

   3) Create company using Tally ERP 

   4) Perform accounting using Tally ERP 

 

7) Course Code: CCL 207 Lab Course-IV  based on CC 203      

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

    1) Understand the difference between the top-down and bottom-up approach. 

   2) Describe the object-oriented programming approach in connection with C+ 

   3) Apply the concepts of object-oriented programming. 

   4) Illustrate the process of data file manipulations using C++ 

 

 

B.C.A.- II Sem-III 

1) Course Code: CC 301 Web Technology 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

   1) Understand basics of website and web development life cycle. 

   2) Design website using HTML and CSS 

   3) Implement client side scripting for website development 

   4) Understand importance and working of HTML5 

 2) Course Code: CC 302 Computer Network & Internet 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

   1) Understand the concept of computer network. 

   2) Identify different components required to build different networks. 

   3) Recognize the functions of network layers and different protocols. 

   4) Discuss the important features of the Internet and Web. 

 

 

 

 



3) Course Code: CC 303 Data Structure using C 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

   1) Understand various searching & sorting technique. 

   2) Implementing various data structures viz. Stacks, Queues. 

   3) Implementation of Linked Lists and Trees. 

 

4) Course Code: AEC 304 Elements of Statistics 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

  1) Explain various term used in Statistics. 

  2) Describe the Measures of Central Tendency and Dispersion 

  3) Understand Analysis of Bivariate data(Correlation and Regression) 

  4) Elaborate Sampling Techniques and Time Series Analysis. 

5) Course Code: AEC 305 HRM & Materials Management  

After completion of this Course students should be able to                       

    1) Understand Human Resource Planning Process. 

   2) Explain functions of material management. 

   3) Demonstrate 5 R in purchasing and Inventory control techniques. 

6) Course Code: CCL 306 Lab Course V based on CC301 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

   1)Understand Web Design Concept 

   2) Design Web Pages using CSS, HTML & Java Script    

 

7) Course Code: CCL 307 Lab Course VI based on CC303 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

   1) Implement various data structures viz. Stacks, Queues, Linked Lists & trees 

   2) Apply Ms Excel features for Data Manipulation and Analysis. 

                    

 

 

 

 

 

 



B.C.A.- II Sem-IV 

1) Course Code: CC 401  RDBMS 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

     1)Describe the fundamental elements of Relational Database Management 

       Systems. 

    2)Explain various commands in data languages with example. 

    3) Explain various commands in data languages with example. 

    4) Understand various subqueries & joins. 

 2) Course Code: CC 402  Software Engineering 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

    1) Develop SRS system. 

    2) Use of analysis and design tools for system development. 

    3) Apply software engineering concepts in software development. 

3) Course Code: CC 403  Dot Net Technology 

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

    1) Understand features of C# DOT NET. 

    2) Implement various server controls for website development. 

    3) Design and develop dynamic web application using ADO.Net 

4) Course Code: CC 404 Entrepreneurship Development 

After completion of this Course students should be able to   

    1) Identify Business Opportunities and prepare business plan. 

    2) Know project finance agencies. 

    3) Understand New Opportunities and Challenges in digital entrepreneurship 

5) Course Code: CCL 405 PHP   

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

    1) Understand the environment of PHP programming Language. 

    2) Develop web applications using PHP. 

 

 

 

 



6) Course Code: CCL 406 Lab Course-VII based on CC401   

After completion of this Course students should be able to 

   1) Design database for business applications. 

    2) Use of queries ,Sub queries, join , view & stored procedures on databases. 

7) Course Code: CCL 407 Lab Course-VIII based on CC 403  

After completion of this Course students should be able to  

   1) Design console applications using C# 

  2) Design web application using ASP.NET 

8) Course Code: CCL 408 Mini Project 

After completion of this Course students should be able to  

1) Implement fundamental domain knowledge of core courses for developing 

simple Business application. 

2) Utilize the software development techniques, skills and modern tool. 

B.C.A.- III Sem-V 

1) Course Code: CC 501 Java Programming 

After completion of this Course students should be able to  

1) Understand the features of Java Language. 

2) Demonstrate Object-Oriented Programming using Java. 

3) Develop Multithreaded and Networking applications. 

4) Design GUI applications using AWT and Swing. 

 

2) Course Code: CC 502 Data Warehousing & Data Mining 

After completion of this Course students should be able to  

1) Define the Data warehouse architecture and its Implementation. 

2) Describe the Architecture of a Data Mining system. 

3) Understand the various Data preprocessing Methods. 

4) Perform classification and prediction of data 

 



3) Course Code: CC 503 IT Security 

After completion of this Course students should be able to  

1) Understand the concept and need of IT security. 

2) Identify different security threats to information system. 

3) Describe security controls used for IS security. 

4) Understand provisions in IT Act 2000 and Design security policy for IT 

Organistaion. 

4) Course Code: DSE 504 Elective-I Python Programming 

After completion of this Course students should be able to  

1) Acquire programming skills in core Python. 

2) Develop Python programs with conditionals and loops 

3) Understand advance datatypes in Python Programming. 

4) Develop problem solving skills. 

 

5) Course Code: GE 505 Elective-II Digital Marketing 

After completion of this Course students should be able to  

1) Learn the applications of Digital Marketing. 

2) Analyze the different digital marketing avenues. 

3) Examine digital marketing tools. 

4) Build real life problems in the domain of digital marketing. 

5) Course Code: CCL 506 Lab Course –IX  based on CC 501 

After completion of this Course students should be able to  

1) Implement the Concept of OOP in Java through simple programs. 

2) Implementation & Evaluation of concept related to class & inheritance. 

5) Course Code: CCL 507 Lab Course –X  based on DSE 504 

After completion of this Course students should be able to  

1) Demonstrate and use different Datatypes in Python 

2) Apply various built looping statements and Modules provided by Python. 



B.C.A.- III Sem-VI 

1) Course Code: CC 601 Cloud Computing  

After completion of this Course students should be able to  

1) Understand the fundamental principles of Cloud Computing 

2) Understand the importance of virtualization in distributed computing. 

3) Explain the core concepts of the cloud computing paradigm 

4) Describe cloud computing applications 

2) Course Code: Elective-I DSE 602 R-  Programming  

After completion of this Course students should be able to  

1) Understand the fundamental syntax of R through practice exercises. 

2) Describe the control statements and functions in R. 

3) Use data visualization tools. 

4) Analyze a data set in R and represent findings. 

3) Course Code: Elective-II GE 603 M-Commerce 

1)   Understand the concepts and scope of E- Commerce 

2) Differentiate between m commerce and E-Commerce. 

3)   Describe M commerce applications in industry. 

4)  Explain security issues and control measures in M-commerce. 

4) Course Code: AEC  604 Soft Skills & Personality Development 

    After completion of this Course students should be able to  

1) Reflect on the importance of Professional behavior. 

2) Articulate and adapt the various facets that make up one’s personality. 
5) Course Code: AEC  605 Industrial Visit  

After completion of this Course students should be able to  

1) Linking existing knowledge with learning experience 

2) Examining the gap between classroom theoretical training & practical 

learning in real life environment. 

6) Course Code: CCl  606 Lab Course XI  

1) Apply syntax of R through practice exercises. 
2) Implement the control statements, functions, data visualization. in R 
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Course Outcomes 



“Dissemination of Education through Knowledge, Science and Culture” 

--Shikshanmaharshi Dr. Bapuji Salunkhe 

Shri Swami Vivekanand Shikshan Sanstha, Kolhapur’s 

Raje Ramrao Mahavidyalaya, Jath 

Dist. Sangli-416 404 (MS) 

Department of Geography 

 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES AND COURSE OUTCOMES 

 

A. PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSO’s): 

 

On Completion of the BA (Geography) Students shall be able to. 

1. Study the different branches of Physical and Human Geography with their interdisciplinary 

approaches. 

2. Study the land forms and processes of their development. 

3. Understand the structure and composition of Earth and its Atmosphere. 

4. Study the factors affecting on distribution of population, patterns and functions of 

settlement and agriculture. 

5. Understand importance of natural resources and find out the ways of their conservation. 

6. Know the relationship of human activities with the resources and economic development 

of the country at global context. 

7. Acquire skills in Cartography, Preparation of thematic Maps, Map reading and 
interpretation. 

8. Make use of M S Excel in representation of statistical data. 

9. Know the importance and applications of GIS, GPS and Remote

 sensing data for geographical study. 

10. Able to conduct village survey and organization of study tour for understanding the 

geographical region. 

 

B. COURSE OUTCOMES (CO’s): 

B. A. Part- I 

Paper- I Physical Geography DEC – 10  

1. Know the basic Concepts of Physical Geography 

2. Understand the nature of atmosphere and Learn basics of temperature and Atmospheric pressure 

3. Have basic knowledge of interior of earth an internal forces 

4. Aware about the forces and their effects 

5. Learn processes behind the formation of fluvial cycle and landforms 



6.  Develop interest in landforms around and know the landforms seen in nearby areas  

 

Paper- II Human Geography DSC – B 24 

1. Know the basic Concepts of Human Geography 

2. Develop interest in human imprints on Earth 

3. Understand the concepts and theories of population 

4. Learn about the settlements and their functions 

5. Know the agriculture and its problems 

6. Become aware about agricultural problems Class Course Semester Outcomes. 

Understand the concept of Google Earth and Google Map. 

B. A. Part- II 

Paper- III Soil Geography DSE – III 

1. Know the fundamental concepts of soil geography 

2. Understand the soil is key resource for the development of the country 

3. Aware about process of soil formation, development and soil properties 

4. Know classification, characteristics and distribution of soils 

5. Aware about soil degradation, soil erosion 

6. Know about conservation of soils and methods of soil management 

Aware about the soil profile and understand the soil sampling and soil analysis 

 

Paper- IV Resource Geography DSE - IV  

1. Understand the concept resource geography and classification of resources 

2. Acquire knowledge about major resources with their distribution, utilization and problems. 

3. Study sustainable resource development 

4. Familiarize with the cartographic techniques. 

 

Paper- V Oceanography DSE- V  

1. Know the oceanography is the fundamental branch of physical geography. 

2. Understand marine is the key resource for the development of the country 

3. Know the properties and dynamics  of the oceans. 

4. Able to know and draw oceanic currents in Atlantic, Pacific and Indian ocean 

5. Understand the Marine Resources and aware about Marine Deposits and Pollution 

6. Understand theoretical concepts regarding Hypsographic Curve, Wind Rose, Isohalines 

and Isotherms with. 

  



Paper- VI Agriculture Geography DSE –VI 
1. Understand concept and development of Agriculture. Examine the role of agricultural 

determinants towards the changing cropping pattern. 

2. Know agricultural systems and land-use theory. 

3. Learn regionalization and agricultural regionalization and associated problems. 

4. Understand agricultural problems and sustainable development of agriculture. 

Learn cartographic techniques and graphical representation. 

 

 

B. A. Part- III 

Paper No. VII Evolution of Geographical Thought 

1. Student should be able to understand in-depth about the Evolution of Geographical Thought. 

2. Students should be able to analyse the recent trends in geography. 

3. Student should be able to make use of various models of paradigms and debates in the 

geographical studies. 

4. Understanding of recent trends in geography. 

 

Paper No. VIII Geography of  India 

1. Understand the physiographic profile of India 

2. Aware about the climatic seasons in India 

3. Know about soils, vegetation, drainage systems in India.  

4. Learn about the mineral and power resources of India 

5. Aware about Importance of Agriculture and Industries in Indian Economy. 

Understand the distribution Production and trade of major crops and industries in India 

 

Paper No. IX Population Geography  

1. Understand the concept and fundamentals of population geography along with relevance of 

demographic data. 

2. The students would get an understanding of distribution and trends of population growth in the 

developed and less developed countries, along with population concepts. Understand the process and 

value of Geographical Research 

3. Understand the dynamics of population 

Understand of the implications of population composition in different regions of the world. 

 

Paper X Economic Geography of India 

1. Study the basics of Economic Geography 

2. Acquainted with the relationship of human activities with natural resources 

3.  Know about manufacturing and Agricultural Industries and its theories.  

4. Study the core part of the subject at global level 
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.Department of Chemistry 

Program Outcomes: 

1. Student will gain fundamental knowledge of chemistry which will help the for-PG 

studies and Research 

2. Student will be able to know good laboratory practices and lab safety. 

3. To make the learner proficient in analyzing the various observations and chemical 

phenomena presented to him during the course. 

4. Students will be able to apply the fundamental knowledge to address the cross- cutting 

issues such as sustainable development 

5. Students will be able to solve various problems by identifying the essential parts of a 

problem, formulate strategy for solving the problem, applying appropriate techniques to 

arrive at a solution, test the precision and accuracy of the solution and interpret the 

results. 

6. Students will be able to communicate effectively i.e. being able to articulate, 

comprehend and write effective reports, make effective presentations and 

documentation and capable of expressing the subject through technical writing as well 

as through oral presentation. 

 
Program Specific Outcomes: 

1. Students will be able to explain fundamental concepts of inorganic, physical, organic, 

industrial and analytical chemistry. 

2. Identify chemical formulae and solve numerical problems. 

3. Students can use modern chemical tools, Models, Charts and Equipments. 

4. Students will be able to prepare and qualify for competitive examinations 

5. Students will understand good laboratory practices and safety. 

6. Students will develop research-oriented skills. 



 

Course Outcomes 
 

B. Sc.-I (Chemistry) 

Course Outcomes 

Paper No. I 

(Inorganic Chemistry) 

After completion of these courses, students should be able to, 

1. Able to write electronic configuration of elements, fill electrons 

in different orbitals, draw energy level sequence of different 

orbitals, differentiate between electronegativity and electron 

affinity. 

2. Differentiate between different types of bonds and able to 

identify the ionic bond in compounds. 

3. Able to draw molecular orbital diagrams of homonuclear and 

heteronuclear diatomic molecules. 

4. Able to find hybridization, geometry and magnetic properties 

of transition metal complexes. 

Paper No. II (Organic 

Chemistry) 

1. Understand the basic concepts of Organic Chemistry. 

2. Understand the concept of chirality, optical isomerism, and 

nomenclature. 

3. Learn aromatic-non-aromatic compounds and to understand the 

mechanism of electrophilic substitution reactions. 

4. Understand method of formation and chemical reactions of 

cycloalkanes, cycloalkenes and alkadienes. 

Paper No. III 

(Physical Chemistry) 

1. Understand the carnot cycle and its efficiency and concepts of 

enthalpy and entropy 

2. Understand the free energy and laws of chemical equilibrium. 

3. Understand the Vander walls equations and Maxwell Boltzman 

distribution law. 

4. Understand the First and second order reaction. 

Paper No. IV 

(Analytical 

Chemistry) 

1. Understand the difference between qualitative and quantitative 

analysis, understand the terms error and accuracy in analytical 

experiments. Able to calculate the 

mean, median of analytical data. 



 

 2. Understand the importance of chromatography in analysis and 

the principles of separation of analyte from mixture using paper 

chromatography and thin layer chromatography. 

3. Able to find out unknown concentration of analyte from sample 

by performing titration. 

4. Understand the hardness, PH, alkalinity, acidity, BOD and COD 

of water. 

5. Understand the estimation of NPK from fertilizer. 

B.Sc.-I (Chemistry Practical) 

Laboratory practical 1. To know the unknown compounds by Organic Qualitative 

Analysis. 

2. To learn the preparation of organic and inorganic materials 

synthesis. 

3. To learn kinetics of reaction. 

4. To learn separation and identification of different cations by 

Paper Chromatographic. 

5. To learn heat of ionization, heat of ionization, heat capacity, 

enthalpy of hydration, solubility, and enthalpy of neutralization 

of different chemicals. 

6. To determine the equivalent weight of Magnesium. 

7. To learn preparation of standard solution. 

8. To understand the estimation of metal ions. 

B.Sc.-II (Chemistry) 

Paper No. V 

(Physical Chemistry) 

1. Understand the basic terminologies electrolytic conductivity and 

different types of conductometric titrations. 

2. Understand the different physical properties of liquids depends 

on density and viscosity. 

3. Understand the adsorption phenomenon and 

differentadsorption isotherms and its applications. 

4. Understand the   types   of   nuclear   radiations   and   their 

detection and measurements. 



 

 5. Understand the order of reaction and theories of reaction 

rate. 

Paper No. VI 

(Industrial Chemistry) 

1. Learn different concentration terms. 

2. Understand comparison between classical chemistry and 

Industrial chemistry. 

3. Understand concept of unit processes and unit operation. 

4. Study basic principle of corrosion and electroplating. 

5. Learn different types of corrosion, applications of chromium 

electroplating 

6. Learn manufacturing process of paper. 

7. Study different types of soaps and their uses. 

8. Study cleansing action of soap, saponification, detergents. 

Paper No. VII 

(Inorganic Chemistry) 

1. Understand the basic concepts of coordination chemistry. 

2. Able to find the geometries of different transition metal 

complexes using Valence bond theory. 

3. Study the concept of chelate formation. 

4. Study the compounds of group 13, 14 and 15 of „p-block‟ 

elements. 

5. Understand the properties of elements of 3d series. 

6. Learn the basic knowledge about inorganic semi- 

microanalysis 

Paper No. VIII 

(Organic Chemistry) 

1. Learn about the synthesis, reactivity and applications of 

carboxylic acids. 

2. Study about classification, preparation and applications of 

amines and diazonium salts. 

3. Understand the classification, configuration and structure of 

carbohydrates. 

4. Understand the nomenclature and reactivity of aldehydes and 

ketones. 

5. Study the basic knowledge conformational analysis of organic 

compound. 



 

B.Sc.-II (Chemistry Practical) 

Laboratory practical 1. Identification of organic compounds including acids, bases, 

phenols and neutrals. 

2. Preparation of organic compounds and their purification. 

3. Organic estimations such as acetone, Vitamin-C and ester. 

4. Separation, identification and determination of Rf values using 

TLC. 

5. Understand the gravimetric analysis of Fe and Ba. 

6. Preparation of inorganic complexes. 

7. Able to find out the unknown concentration by performing 

titration. 

8. Understand semimicro analysis. 

9. Study the chemical kinetics of hydrolysis of ester. 

10. Illustrate the experiment of instrumental methods such as 

conductometry, refractometry, polarimetry etc. 

11. Able to measure viscosities of different liquids. 

B.Sc.-III (Chemistry) 

Paper No. IX 

(Inorganic Chemistry) 

1. Study the theoretical concepts of hard and soft acids and bases. 

2. Understand the metal ligand bonding in transition metal 

complexes. 

3. Study basic concepts and classification of inorganic polymers. 

4. Study classification of conductors, insulators and 

semiconductor 

5. Study synthesis and structures of organometallic compounds. 

Paper No. X 

(Organic Chemistry) 

1. Study the basic concept of spectroscopy. 

2. Understand factors affecting UV-absorption spectra. 

3. Understand factors affecting on vibrational frequency. 

4. Interpret IR-spectra on basic values of IR-frequencies. 

5. Learn basic principle of NMR spectroscopy, chemical shift, 

shielding and deshielding. 



 

 6. Study instrumentation of mass spectrometry, and 

fragmentation pattern. 

7. Solve the combined problem of UV, IR, and NMR. 

Paper No. XI 

(Physical Chemistry) 

1. Learn and understand quantum Chemistry, Heisenberg‟s 

uncertainty principle, concept of energy operators (Hamiltonian), 

learning of Schrodinger wave equation. Physical interpretation of 

the ψ and ψ2 . Particle in a one- dimensional box 

2. Gain Knowledge about spectroscopy, Electromagnetic spectrum, 

Energy level diagram, Study of rotational spectra of diatomic 

molecules: Rigid rotor model, Microwave oven, vibrational 

spectra of diatomic molecules, simple Harmonic oscillator model, 

Raman spectra: Concept of polarizability, pure rotational and 

pure Vibrational Raman spectra of diatomic molecules, related 

knowledge will be gained by the students. 

3. Learn and understand photochemical laws, reactions and various 

photochemical phenomena. 

4. Learn the various types of solutions, vapour pressure, 

temperature relations. 

5. Learn and understand the knowledge of emf measurements, types 

of electrodes, different types of cells, various 

applications of emf measurements. 

Paper No. XII 

(Analytical 

Chemistry) 

1. Understand the basic concepts of Gravimetric Analysis and 

learns different types of precipitations. 

2. Understand the flame photometry and its applications and 

limitations. 

3. Understand the theory of colorimetry, applications of 

colorimetry and spectrophotometry 

4. Understand the different types of electrodes, titrations and 

their applications 



 

 5.   Understand the different types of chromatographic 

techniques and their applications 

Paper No. XIII 

(Inorganic Chemistry) 

1. Understand the thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of metal 

complexes. 

2. Study the nuclear reactions and role of radio isotopes. 

3. Understand properties and classification of lanthanides and 

actinides. 

4. Study techniques involves in extraction of iron from its ore. 

5. Understand role of metals and non-metals in our health. 

Paper No. XIV 

(Organic Chemistry) 

1. Study the various Name reaction and reagents with examples. 

2. Learn mechanism of rearrangement reaction. 

3. Understand basic terms used in retrosynthetic analysis. 

4. Solve electrophilic and nucleophilic addition reaction 

problems 

5. Study analytical and synthetic evidences of natural products 

such as citral and nicotine. 

6. Learn different types of drugs and their synthesis and uses. 

Paper No. XV 

(Physical Chemistry) 

1. Learn and understand phase rule, Learn and understand One 

component, Two component and Three component systems 

phase diagrams with suitable examples. 

2. Gain Knowledge about basic concept of Thermodyanamics, free 

energy, Gibbs-Helmholtz equation and its applications, Able to 

solve problem related with it. 

3. Understand basic concept of solid state chemistry, learn basic 

terms, Laws of crystallography, learn crystal structure analysis 

using X-rays 

4. Understand kinetics of Simultaneous reactions such as 

i)opposing reaction ii)side reaction iii)consecutive reactions: 

iv) chain reaction v) explosive reaction 

5. Learn and understand the knowledge of distribution law, its 

modifications, applications of distribution laws, process of 



 

 extraction, determination of solubility, distribution 

indicators, and molecular weights. 

Paper No. XVI 

(Industrial Chemistry) 

1. Understand the methods of manufacturing of sugar 

2. Understand the mechanism of manufacture of industrial heavy 

chemicals. 

3. Understand the different types of polymers and their 

applications 

4. Understand the different types of hydrocarbons and 

application of petrochemicals. 

5. Understand the different methods for nonmaterial 

preparations and their applications. 

B.Sc.-III (Chemistry Practical) 

Laboratory practical 1. Understand the gravimetric estimation such as Fe, Ba, Ni. 

2. Study different types of inorganic preparations. 

3. Understand titration and percentage purity of different types of 

solutions 

4. Separate binary mixture and identify an individual 

compound. 

5. Prepare organic compounds and purify them. 

6. Prepare organic derivatives. 

7. Estimate amount of organic content from mixture, tablets etc. 

8. Understand the kinetic reactions and their mechanisms, energy of 

activation, partial molar volume. 

9. Understand different instruments such as pH Meter, 

potentiometer, refract meter, colorimeter etc. 
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M. Sc. Analytical Chemistry 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES 

Name of Programme: M. Sc. Chemistry 

The following outcomes are specified by Shivaji University, Kolhapur. 

PO1: The M.Sc. analytical chemistry program at Shivaji University, Kolhapur provides the key 

knowledge base and laboratory resources to prepare students for careers as professionals in the 

field of chemistry and particularly in analytical chemistry enabling them to interface not only with 

various branches of chemistry (organic, inorganic, physical, biological, industrial, 

environmental, pharmaceuticals etc) but also with the related fields, and for professional courses 

and areas of research including medical, forensic, food, agriculture, dental, law, intellectual 

property, business programs etc. 

PO2: Students will be able to solve various problems by identifying the essential parts of a 

problem, formulate strategy for solving the problem, applying appropriate techniques to arrive at 

a solution, test the precision and accuracy of the solution and interpret the results. 

PO3: Students will be able to acquire domain specific knowledge and technical skills needed for 

employment in industries, teaching fields and pursue research. Students will be skilled in 

problem solving, critical thinking and analytical reasoning 

PO4: Students will be able to apply the fundamental knowledge to address the cross-cutting issues 

such as sustainable development 

PO5: Students will get perfect insight into qualitative and quantitative analytical chemistry and 

research ethics for production of quality research. 

PO6: Students will be able to communicate effectively i.e. being able to articulate, comprehend 

and write effective reports, make effective presentations and documentation and capable of 

expressing the subject through technical writing as well as through oral presentation. 

 
 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 

Name of Programme: M. Sc. Analytical Chemistry 

The following outcomes are specified by Shivaji University, Kolhapur. 

PSO1: Students will be able to prepare and qualify subject specific competitive exams like NET, 

SET and GATE and also other general public administration exams like M.P.S.C. and 

U.P.S.C. etc. exams. 



 

PSO2: Student will be able to utilize the knowledge and analytical skills in QA-QC and R&D 

departments in almost all the industries enabling them to secure jobs where analytical chemistry 

is the core requirement to ensure and ascertain the quality of the product. 

PSO3: Students will have opportunity for higher education leading to Ph.D. program. 

PSO4: Students will be able to explore contemporary research in chemistry and allied fields of 

science and technology, collaborate in team projects, communicate the results of scientific work in 

oral, written and electronic formats to both scientists and the public at large. 

PSO5: Students can start their own laboratories/startups/ chemical industry/ business 

(entrepreneurship). 

PSO6: Students will be able to interpret data from the state of art Analytical instruments for 

ascertaining the product/material. 

 
 
COURSE OUTCOMES: The course outcomes are specified by Shivaji University, 

Kolhapur 

M. Sc. Analytical Chemistry: 
 

Course Outcome 

CH-1.1 

(Inorganic Chemistry – I) 

1. Students will be able to explain the basic chemistry of 

transition metals and its compounds, spectroscopic 

characteristics of such compounds, nomenclature, reactions 

and applications. 

2. Students will obtain knowledge about Preparation, structure, 

physical and chemical properties of metal carbonyls of 

transition metals. 

3. Students will be able to understand the all aspects of 

synthesis, bonding, structure and reactivity of organometallic 

compounds and their applications in homogenous catalysis. 

4. Student will be able determine the stability of the complexes 

and will be able to explain the nuclear stability 

and reactions. 

CH-1.2 

(Organic Chemistry – I) 

1. Students will able to differentiate between various organic 

reactive intermediates. 

2. Students can recognize, classify, explain, and apply 

fundamental organic reactions. 

3. Students will have ability to distinguish between different 

kinds of isomers. 

4. Course will   develop   interest   in   writing   and   finding 

mechanisms of new reactions. 



 

CH-1.3 

(Physical Chemistry – I) 

1. Students will be able to understand basic principles of 

thermodynamics and statistical mechanics 

2. Able to learn advanced topics like quantum statistics and 

molecular dynamic simulation methods. 

3. Develop abilities to understand how to estimate and analyze 

the physicochemical properties of condensed and gas phase 

materials. 

4. Able to utilize spectral data to estimate molecular 

thermodynamic properties through partition function 

calculations. 

5. Understand properties of detergents and colloidal materials 

6. Learns the principles and techniques to understand gas and 

liquid adsorptions on solid surfaces 

7. Can learn spectral techniques to study surface adsorption 

phenomena. 

8. Learn principles and techniques for estimation of average 

molecular weight of a polymer or biological macromolecules 

CO9: Develop abilities to characterize polymers through 

understanding theories of virial 

coefficients, concepts of glass transition temperatures, etc. 

CH-1.4 

(Analytical Chemistry – I) 

1. Students would acquire the knowledge about the 

fundamentals of Analytical Chemistry including the 

sampling, sample pretreatment, basic techniques, methods and 

data handling, processing and statistical analysis of the same. 

2. Students would acquire the knowledge and understand the 

scope of Analytical Chemistry spanning various fields. The 

students will learn fundamentals of qualitative analysis using 

conventional techniques 

3. Students will learn the chromatographic techniques, choice of 

chromatographic techniques and tuning of the 

chromatographic technique as per the need based on the 

samples to deal with, learn electroanalytical techniques and 

computation chemistry which would groom them for 

alternative analytical strategies which form one of the 

important components of analytical chemistry. 

4. Students will learn about referring to the standard reference 

books and infer information from the same. Analytical case 

study problems would be discussed to familiarize with the 

scope and advantages of Analytical 

Chemistry. 



 

CH-2.1 

(Inorganic Chemistry – II) 

1. Students will get the knowledge of the basic chemistry of 

non-transition elements and their compounds, synthesis and 

structural features, and applications. 

2. To be able to explain the structures of inorganic compounds 

based on different theories. Student will understand the 

chemistry of various types of solvents. 

3. Be well versed with the knowledge about the chemistry of 

Lanthanides and Actinides with respect to occurrence, 

separation, compounds and applications. 

4. To understand the three dimensional structures of solid- state 

materials of industrial importance and to  get the 

knowledge of bio-inorganic Chemistry. 

CH-2.2 

(Organic Chemistry – I) 

1. Illustration of modern synthetic methods and applications of 

reagents. 

2. Provide knowledge of different organometallic 

compounds and various coupling reactions. 

3. Understand principle and applications of protection and 

deprotection of various functional groups. 

4. It will elaborate to understand the concept of 

chemoselectivity, regioselectivity and enantioselectivity. 

CH-2.3 

(Physical Chemistry – I) 

1. Students will learn basics of quantum mechanics. 

2. Knowledge of the course will form the basis or essential 

requirement for the course “Advanced Quantum Chemistry” 
CO3: Able to understand selection rules and to predict the 

electronic spectra of conjugated organic molecules. 

3. Able to study photochemical and photophysical phenomena 

4. Capable of qualitative and quantitative analysis of various 

ingredients from industrial, food and pharma samples using 

techniques of emission spectroscopy. 

5. Capable of understand the electrochemical aspects of 

materials, ionic processes and electrochemical sensors, 

battery materials and characterizations etc. 

6. Able to study electrokinetic effects and their applications in 

the field of protein separation, characterization etc. 

7. Understanding the molecular dynamics through kinetic 

studies. Applications to explore reaction pathways, protein-

ligand binding rates, etc. will help to understand 

life governing processes. 

CH 2.4 

Analytical Chemistry- II 

1.   Students will acquire the knowledge of spectroscopic 

tools/instruments used in chemical analysis and 

interpretation of the data. The scope and limitations of the 



 

 spectroscopic tools would be discussed so that the students 

learn about the type of samples which could be analyzed by 

these tools offering choices among the spectroscopic tools. 

2. Students will learn about the simple and advanced 

instruments used for analysis like NMR, MS, AAS, ICP and 

thermal analysis (TGA, DTA, DSC etc.) techniques spanning 

wide variety of samples to be considered for analysis. 

3. Students will learn about the instrumentation, sample 

preparation and handling of sample, analysis and data 

interpretation and structural elucidation. 

4. Learning about different instruments will give them idea 

about appropriate choice of the instrument for analysis based 

on the source and type of analyte(s) in the sample 

under consideration. 

PCH-I 1. Ability in professional sampling and sample treatment before 

actual analysis 

2. Ability to treat and evaluate the results of analysis 

3. Understanding and capability of performing basic 

chemical processes in a chemical laboratory 

4. Capability of performing measurements on basic analytical 

instruments (photometers, spectrometers, 

chromatographs, ion-selective electrodes) 

PCH-I 5. Students can be able to prepare various concentration 

solutions like molar, normal, ppm, etc. 

6. Determine the rate constants of various first order and second 

order reactions 

7. Determine the redox potential of a system, relative strength of 

acid etc using potentiometer, conductometer 

8. Know the formation of alloys like Brass, Bronze, phase 

diagram for binary and ternary systems studied in details like 

a composition, critical temperature, etc 

9. Validity of Freundlich adsorption isotherms to remove 

toxic material such as dye, acetic acid, and other industrial 

effluents 

PCH-II 1. Students can be able to prepare various concentration 

solutions like molar, normal, ppm, etc. 

2. Determine the rate constants of various first order and 

second order reactions 

3. Determine the   redox   potential   of   a   system,   relative 

strength of acid etc using potentiometer, conductometer 



 

 4. Know the formation of alloys like Brass, Bronze, phase 

diagram for binary and ternary systems studied in details like 

a composition, critical temperature, etc. 

5. Validity of Freundlich adsorption isotherms to remove 

toxic material such as dye, acetic acid, and other industrial 

effluents 

PCH 2.1 1. Students developed for precise sample solution preparation 

and sample treatment before actual analysis. 

2. Students can be able to perform the calculations and error 

analysis 

3. Develop understanding of basic chemical processes and 

deciding methods of analysis. 

4. Capability of performing measurements on basic analytical 

instruments (photometers, spectrometers, 

chromatographs, high end thermometers, refractometer, 

pH meter etc.) 

 1. Students can be able to prepare various concentration 

solutions like molar, normal, ppm, etc. 

2. Determine the unknown concentration and 

thermodynamic parameters using conductometer. 

3. Student will explore how to estimate order of reaction and the 

catalysis. 

4. Students can estimate refractive index and molecular 

weights of species. 

5. Students can understand the estimation of equilibrium 

properties like redox potential, phase diagram etc. 

ACH-3.1 

(Advanced Analytical 

Techniques) 

1. Develop knowledge of fundamental, instrumentation and 

working of state of art instrumental analytical techniques, 

effective use and choice of technique, written and/or oral 

communication of the concepts of analytical chemistry which 

will be useful as analytical chemist and R&D. 

2. Acquire knowledge of mass spectrometry, type of MS, 

ionization types and specific practical applications of MS. 

3. Acquire knowledge of basics of nanochemistry, 

nanomaterials and nanotechnology and application orientated 

synthesis and characterization of nanomaterials. 

4. This course gives wide understanding about the instrumental 

analytical techniques (SEM, TEM, EDS, STM, AFM, 

Raman, XFS, ESR, XPS, AES, SIMS etc.) employed for 

qualitative and quantitative analysis for contemporary 

research. 

ACH-3.2 1. Students will gain knowledge of the instruments used at 



 

(Organic Analytical 

Chemistry) 

the interface of Analytical-Organic chemistry useful for R&D 

and structural elucidation using UV-Visible, IR, 1H & 13C 

NMR, Mass spectrometry data and interpretation of the same. 

2. Students will acquire knowledge about the drug, their 

classification, sources of impurities (chemical, atmospheric 

and microbial contamination) in pharmaceutical raw materials 

and analysis of the same. 

3. Students will gain knowledge about the conventional and 

advanced analytical approaches for analysis of drug, vitamin, 

body fluids and clinical samples. 

4. Students will have an idea of commonly used pesticides and 

their analysis and also about forensic science and 

forensic sample analysis. 

ACH- 3.3: 

(Electroanalytical 

Techniques in Chemical 

Analysis) 

1. Fundamental knowledge of electrochemistry, electrodes, 

types of electrodes, its construction will lay foundation for the 

course. 

2. Students will gain knowledge and skill in electroanalytical 

techniques like cyclic voltammetry and its types, 

polarography, coulometry and dynamic light scattering 

technique for qualitative and quantitative analysis. 

3. Students will be familiar with the advanced electrodes used 

for chemical analysis, liquid-liquid membrane electrodes, 

enzymes and gas electrodes. 

4. Students will learn about electrophoretic techniques, 

advances in electrophoresis techniques and its analytical 

applications. 

ACH-3. 4 ) 

 

(A) 

(Environmental Chemical 

Analysis and Control) 

1. Students will acquire knowledge about sampling, criteria of 

good sampling, handling, preservation and storage of the 

samples, pretreatment and post treatment of samples. 

2. Students will acquire knowledge of conditions and strategies 

required during sampling and electrochemical and spectral 

methods for analysis of environmental samples. 

3. Students will learn about the air and water pollution, sources 

of pollution, typical parameters and properties (physical, 

chemical and biological) to be measured in air and water 

pollution with relevance to specific case studies. 

4. Students will be acquainted with organic pollutants and 

their analysis with special reference to pesticide analysis. 



 

ACH-3.4 ) 

(B) (Recent Advances in 

Analytical Chemistry) 

1. Students will be acquainted with ultra-purity and ultra- trace 

analysis required in electronic and semiconductor processing. 

2. Students will learn Radio-Analytical techniques for analysis. 

3. Student will be well versed with C13, P15 and O17 NMR 

Spectroscopy applications. 

4. Student will   learn   about   ESR   spectrometry   and   its 

applications quantitative analysis. 

ACH-3.4 

(B) (Recent Advances in 

Analytical Chemistry) 

1. Students will be acquainted with ultra-purity and ultra- trace 

analysis required in electronic and semiconductor processing. 

2. Students will learn Radio-Analytical techniques for analysis. 

3. Student will be well versed with C13, P15 and O17 NMR 

Spectroscopy applications. 

4. Student will   learn   about   ESR   spectrometry   and   its 

applications quantitative analysis. 

ACHP – V 

Practical -V 

1. In-depth training on laboratory solution preparations on all 

concentration scales 

2. Training on laboratory safety and lab ethics in scientific 

work 

3. Training on planning, design and execution of experiments 

4. Training on uncertainty estimations for experimentally 

measured and derived properties of solutions 

ACHP – VI 

Practical-VI 

1. Training on scientific literature search, defining the objective 

of the work, research skills, data representation in tabular and 

graphical form etc. 

2. Training on experimental verification of fundamental 

theories, comparison of data with literature and scientific 

discussion on any deviation of data from expected theoretical 

values or reported literature. 

3. Developing analytical skills 

4. Training on qualitative and quantitative analysis of analyte 

Part-II semester-IV 

ACH4.1 

(Modern Separation 

Method in Analysis) 

1. Students will learn about modern separation and 

chromatographic used for analysis of different type of 

samples. 

2. The student will understand instrumentation and mechanism 

of various separation techniques. 

3. Student will acquire knowledge regarding various choice of 

instrument and detectors to be used for analysis 

depending on the sample and matrix. 



 

 4. Student will learn fundamentals of extractive chromatography, 

types of extraction techniques, advances in extraction 

methods and their hyphenations with chromatography 

leading to addressing challenging 

problems in analytical chemistry. 

ACH-4.2 

(Organic Industrial 

Analysis) 

1. Acquire knowledge of handling and investigating the 

characteristics of the oils, fats, detergents and soap samples 

and analysis of the same providing opportunity in cosmetic, 

pharmaceuticals, dyes and polymers industries. 

2. Student will gain knowledge and importance of food quality, 

probe for food adulteration and adulterants, food 

preservative, food flavors and analysis of their components. 

3. Students will also gain knowledge about the animal food 

stuff and the additives added in the animal food stuff as 

antibiotics, dietary supplements and growth promoting drugs, 

preservatives etc. and analysis of the same. 

4. Student will learn about the analysis of cosmetics, face 

powder, hair dyes and hair care products, types of cosmetics, 

precautionary measures and composition of the cosmetics 

and specific roles of the ingredients. Will acquire knowledge 

about the paints, pigments and petroleum products, 

composition and analysis of the same 

using conventional and instrumental techniques. 

ACH- 4.3 

(Advanced Methods in 

Chemical Analysis) 

1. Students will be skilled in the techniques like fluorescence, 

phosphorescence, types of quenching, FRET and applications 

of the same in Analytical Chemistry and for addressing 

research problems. 

2. Students will gain knowledge of the kinetic methods of 

analysis supporting the analysis and data procured in 

research. 

3. The students will acquire the knowledge of advanced method 

of chemical analysis XPS, XRF, fluorescence and 

phosphorescence spectroscopy which will be beneficial in 

research. 

4. Students will acquire knowledge of identifying types of 

plastic and will also be able to and determination of 

metallic impurities in plastics 

ACH-4.4 (A) 

(Industrial Analytical 

Chemistry) 

1. The students will acquire knowledge of analysis of metals, 

alloys, minerals and ores commonly used in the industry. 

2. The students will be acquainted with the analysis of real 

samples like cement, plaster of Paris, different commercial 



 

 ores, soil composition, soil fertility, fertilizers etc using 

conventional and instrumental methods of analysis. 

3. Students will also gain the knowledge of analysis of 

commercial materials, explosives, polymers, resins, rubber, 

luminescent paints, lubricants and adhesives. 

4. These would offer opportunity to the students to get 

employment in industries for quality assurance and 

quality control (QA-QC) of the product. 

ACH-4.4 (B) 

(Quality Assurance and 

Accreditation) 

1. Students will acquire knowledge of QA-QC which in 

essential for analytical chemist, This covers a variety of 

chemical fields and this knowledge would help students 

working on various materials, understanding the basics of 

samples, sampling, sample storage, and pre-post treatment of 

samples. 

2. Students will acquire knowledge of good laboratory practices, 

professional ethics, and instrumental analytical chemistry, 

awareness of health hazards, remedial measures, analytical 

method development and validation. 

3. The students would be aware of the importance of 

documentation for raw materials and finished products, their 

monitoring, maintenance and management. World- wide 

agencies involved in regulating the analytical protocols and 

establishing standards. 

4. Students will gain knowledge about the quality assurance and 

accreditation, evolution and significance of quality 

management, available accreditation agencies and 

advantages of accreditation. 

ACHP – VIII 

Practical-VIII 

1. The students will acquire hands on training for conducting the 

representative experiments for the analysis of wide variety of 

samples of inorganic, organic and physical approaches by 

qualitative and quantitative analysis. Demonstrate 

professional and ethical attitude to serve the society 

2. Students will have knowledge of safety signs on container of 

chemicals, safety in handling of chemicals, MSDS sheets, 

learn sample preparation and characterization for confirming 

the purity. 

3. Students would acquire knowledge about the separation and 

estimation of amount of metal, metal ions, organic 

compounds etc. in given samples. 

4. Based on the experience of project work, students will 

have ability to start their R & D laboratory. 
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Department of Economics 

B.A., Economics 

COs, PSOs and POs 

 

  Programme Outcomes (POs) 
B.A. Economics Programme Students will after successfully completing the 

programme  will have 
PO 1 Develop the ability to explain core economic terms, concepts, and theories 

PO 2 Demonstrate the ability to employ the “economic way of thinking.”  

PO 3 Demonstrate awareness of global, historical, and institutional forces 

PO 4 
Apply economics theories and concepts to contemporary social issues as well as  

formulation and analysis of policy. 

PO 5 Recognize the role of ethical values in economic decisions 

PO 6 
Demonstrate the ability to collect, process and interpret data, including statistical 

inference 

PO 7 
Be able to use critical thinking skills within the discipline of economics about economic 

matters. 

PO 8 Apply both oral and written communication skills within the discipline. 

 

 

Programme Specific Outcomes (PSOs) 

After completing B. A. Economics students will have 

PSO    1 
Understanding how different degrees of competition in a market affect 

pricing and output. 

PSO 2 
Understanding the efficiency and equity implications of market 

interference, including Government policy. 

PSO 3 
Developing the research knowledge in economics and  

   Applying quantitative or logical reasoning/research for problem solving 

PSO   4 Developing the skills of  data collection, data exploration and data analysis  

PSO 5   Understanding Indian economy and economic environment  

 

 
 

 

 



 

Course Outcomes 
After successfully completing this course, students will be able to 

B A –I   

Indian 

Economy. 

CO.1 Understanding characteristics, features, structural changes in Indian Economy. 

CO.2 Comprehension of the nature and impact of New Economic Reforms on 
the Indian Economy 

CO.3 Knowing the problems of unemployment, poverty, rising economic and social 

inequality and problems of regional imbalance in India. 

CO.4 Evaluating the changing role of agriculture. Industrial and service sector and 

foreign sector in Indian Economy. 

CO.5 Measuring the problems prospects of cottage and small scale industries, and 

industrial sicknesses. 

CO.6 Measuring the growth, volume, composition and direction of India’s 

foreign trade and capital inflow since 1991. 

B A -II 

Banks and 

Financial 

Institutions . 

CO.1 Understanding the meaning, function and role of commercial Banking. 

CO.2 Comprehending the procedure of an account opening, operating and Closing. 

CO.3 Knowing the structure, function and role of RBI in economic Development. 

CO. 4 Judging the progress of financial inclusion. 

CO.5 Evaluating the importance, characteristics and components of the Financial 

market. 

CO.6 Understanding the role and types of development banks and Non- Banking 

financial intermediaries. 

CO.7 Realizing the banking reforms and Basel norms-1 and 2. 

CO.8 Identifying recent trends in Indian banking such as E-Banking, MICR clearing, 

ATMs, Credit Cards and Debit Cards, Travelers Cheques, Gift cheques, Demat 

Account. 

B A -II 

Macro 

Economics. 

CO.1 Identifying the basic concepts and theories of Macro Economics 

CO.2 Awareness about changing macroeconomics policies and theories.  

CO.3 Understanding various concepts such as; GDP, GNP, NNP, Personal 

Income, Disposable Income, Per Capita Income, and National Incom 

CO.4 Identifying the factors determining gross domestic product, 

employment, the general level of prices, and interest rates. 

CO.5 Realizing the law of markets, consumption function and investment function. 

CO.6 Judging the role of fiscal policy and monetary policy in a Developing 

Economy. 

CO. 7 Knowing features, phases and theories of trade cycles.  

CO. 8 Evaluating types, merits and demerits of taxes. 

CO.9 Comprehending the role of public finance in developing. 

B A -III 

Micro 

Economics 

CO. 1 Knowing the decision making of consumer. 

CO. 2 Identifying the nature of revenue and cost of production. 

CO. 3 Comprehending the demand function and production function 

CO. 4 Realizing various production theories. 

CO. 5 Clarifying the meaning of marginal, average, total revenue, and marginal, 

average and total costs and its implication. 



CO. 6 Awareness of different markets structure 

CO. 7 Understanding pricing in different markets. 

CO. 8 Judging the factor pricing. 

B A -III 
Research 

Methodology 
in Economics. 

CO. 1 Understanding the basic framework of research process 

CO. 2 Defining various research designs and techniques. 

CO. 3
  

Identifying various sources of information for literature review and data 

collection. 

CO.4 Discussing the ethical dimensions of conducting applied research. 

CO.5 Appreciating the components of scholarly writing and evaluate its quality 

CO. 6 Knowing various aspects of Research in Economics. 

CO.7 Understanding various data analysis techniques ( Mean, Median, Mode, Range, 

Standard Deviation Karl Pearson coefficient of correlation). 

CO. 8 Ability to interpretation of data and report writing. 

B A –III 

History of 

Economic 

Thoughts 

CO. 1 Acquaintance with the economic thoughts of Classical, Nationalist and 

Socialist Thinkers 

CO. 2 Judging the development of economic thoughts. 

CO.3 Realizing the economic concepts and theories of Neo-Classical and Indian 

thinkers. 

CO. 4 Evaluating the development of Indian economic thoughts. 

B A -III 

Economics of 

Development 

CO.1 Understanding the concept and aspects of economic Development. 

CO. 2 Knowing the theories of economic growth and Development. 

CO. 3 Measuring the concept and issues of economic planning. 

CO. 4  Discussing the need, types and necessary conditions of economic Planning. 

B A -III 

International 

Economics. 

CO. 1 Elaborating the importance of the study of International Economics 

CO. 2 Finding similarities and dissimilarities in inter-regional and international trade. 

CO. 3 Knowing the changes in the import –export policies of India. 

CO. 4 Evaluating various types of exchange rates and its merits and demerits 

CO. 5 Discussing the types and effects of tariffs and quotas. 

CO. 6 Judging the function, merits and demerits of Foreign Capital, and International 

Corporation (IMF,IBRD, WTO, and SAARC) 

CO. 7 Realizing the volume, composition and direction of Balance of trade and 

balance of payments. 
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POs, PSOs, Cos 

 
Programme Outcomes 

 
After completion of this Programme students will be able to: 

POs1: Apply and Demonstrate practical knowledge of the subject in diverse sectors 

POs2: Elucidate and explain the basic and fundamental concepts, critical terms and theories, 

advanced concepts and techniques in the programme. 

POs3: Comprehend, Comment and appreciate literature in developing aesthetic, emotional, 

mental, moral, intellectual skills of an individual and creating a healthy society. 

POs4: Relate the implications as well as influences of environmental, socio-economic, socio-

cultural and socio-political literature to the daily life and how they can providesolutions to the 

social, political, economic, environmental and cultural issues through written articles, novels, 

dramas, poetries and stories to spread the message ofequality, nationality, social harmony, 

ecosystem, fraternity, brotherhood, etc. 

POs5: Evaluate and analyze critically the literature inrelation to social issues and appreciate the 

strength, understand the challenges andsuggest the required and beneficial improvements for 

better results. 

POs6: Apply multiple paradigms of literature and social sciences to make the life of human 

beings more joyful and meaningful. 

POs7: Increase the participation in various social, political, environmental and cultural activities. 

POs8: Establish an independent identity and constructa multifaceted and overall personality to 

enrich earning skills 

POs9: Apply knowledge of literature in connection with social, economic, cultural, political and 

environmental approachesto cultivate human and moral valueswhich generate responsibility and 

positive attitude for leading well balancedlife for nation building. 

POs10: Enrich and demonstrate development of communication skills like, listening, speaking, 

reading and writingwhich will help to express ideas, thoughts and views effectively. 

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY 



 

 

Programme Specific Outcomes 
On completion of graduation programme, students are able to: 

PSOs 1. To acquaint students with the past and present of ethos and reality through teaching and 

research in History.  

PSOs 2. On graduating, the students will be eligible for employment in tourism, Museum, media, 

and other field. Students also become employable in non-governmental organizations. 

PSOs 3. To prepare students for a range of careers by teaching them courses which will impart 

them with a set of transferable skills while studying History. 

PSOs 4. To acquaint the students with the various Indian and foreign traditions of History 

writing and the debates generated about the nature of History as a discipline.  

PSOs 5. To provide students with critical understanding of Indian society, economy, polity and 

culture through a Historical perspective  

PSOs 6. They will also be able to appear for competitive examinations conducted for public 

sector jobs. The general humanities education equips them to clear competitive exams.  

PSOs 7. To stimulate intellectual curiosity and research attitude in the students through the study 

and research of local, regional, national and global History.  

PSOs 8. It introduces the students to major concepts, ideas and events which created the modern 

world so that they will be able to place Historical events in a larger context.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Course Outcomes 

B.A. Part - I, Semester- I  

1. Paper No: I Rise of the Maratha Power (1600-1707) 

After studying the course the student will be able to…  

Cos 1. Describe the political conditions of the Marathas upto the year 1707 

Cos 2. Describe the rise and growth of the Maratha Empire  

Cos 3. Explain the role of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaja. 

Cos 4. Explain the role of rulers like Chhatrapati Sambhaji Maharaj, Chhatrapati Rajaram 

Maharaj and Maharani Tarabai 

B.A. Part - I, Semester- II  

2. Paper No. II Polity, Society and Economy under the Marathas (1600-1707) 

After studying the course the student will be able to…  

Cos 1.Give an account of the Polity, Society and Economy under the Marathas  

Cos 2. Elucidate the significant developments which took place in Polity, society and Economy 

Cos 3.Acquaint himself with the contribution of the Society.  

Cos 4. Explain the thought and work of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaja for Polity, society and 

Economy. 

B.A.-II, Semester -III  

3. Paper III- History of Modern Maharashtra (1900 to 1960) 

After studying the course the student will be able to…  

Cos 1.Understand the beginnings and growth of nationalist consciousness in Maharashtra  

Cos 2. Explain the contribution of Maharashtra to the national movement  

Cos 3. Give an account of various movements of the peasants, workers, women and backward 

classes  

Cos 4. Know the background and events which led to the formation of separate state of 

Maharashtra. 

 4. Paper IV: History Of India (1757-1857) 



After studying this course, the student will…  

Cos 1. Acquaint himself with significant events leading to establishment of the rule of East India 

Company  

Cos 2. Know the colonial policy adopted by the company to consolidate its rule in India  

Cos 3. Understand the structural changes initiated by colonial rule in Indian economy.  

Cos 4. Explain the various revolts against rule of the East India Company. 

IDS PAPER I: Social Reforms In India 

After completion of the course, the student will be able to …  

Cos 1. Understand the salient features of prominent socio-religious reform movements  

Cos 2. Explain the thought and work of Mahatma Phule for radical transformation of Indian 

society  

Cos 3. Know the measures taken by Rajashri Shah Maharaj for emancipation of lower classes 

and women  

Cos 4. Understand the thoughts of Ambedkar on the annihilation of the caste system and 

untouchability in India  

Cos 5. Know how the Indian constitution embodies the values of social justice and equality  

B.A.-II, SEMESTER -IV  

5. Paper- V: History of Modern Maharashtra (1960-2000) 

After completion of the course, the student will…  

Cos 1. Acquaint himself with the contribution of eminent leaders of Maharashtra  

Cos 2. Know about the economic transformation of Maharashtra  

Cos 3. Understand the salient features of changes in society  

Cos 4. Explain the growth of education  

6. Paper VI: History of Freedom Struggle (1858-1947) 

After completion of this course, the student will be able to…  

Cos 1. Understand the events which lead to the growth of nationalism in India  

Cos 2. Acquaint himself with major events of the freedom struggle under the leadership of 

Mahatma Gandhi 3. Explain the contribution of Revolutionaries, Left Movement and Indian 

National Army  



Cos 4. Know the concept of Communalism and the causes and effects of the partition of India  

IDS Paper- II: Social Reforms in Maharashtra 

After studying the course, the student will be able to…  

Cos 1. Know about the beginnings of social reforms in Maharashtra by the Paramhansa Mandali 

and Prarthana Samaj.  

Cos 2. Understand the contribution of women reformers  

Cos 3. Explain the contribution of Social reformers in the fight for social justice 

 Cos 4. Explain the role played by educational reforms in transformation of society. 

B.A. Part -III, Semester –V 

7. Paper No. VII:  Early India (from beginning to 4th c. BC) 

After studying the course the student will be able to …  

Cos 1. Understand the transition of humans in India from Hunters to Farmers  

Cos 2. Explain the transition from Early to Later Vedic period.  

Cos 3. Clarify the causes for the first and second urbanizations  

Cos 4. Give an account of the teachings of Gautama Buddha and Vardhamana Mahavira  

Cos 5.Describe the rise and growth of the Mauryan Empire  

Cos 6. Explain the salient features of Ashoka’s Dhamma 

8. Paper No. VIII: History of Medieval India (1206-1526 AD ) 

After studying the course the student will be able to…  

Cos 1. Describe the different types of historical sources available for writing the history of 

medieval India  

Cos 2. Explain the contributions of medieval rulers like Allaudin Khilji, Muhammad-

binTuqhlaq, Krishnadevraya, and Mahmud Gavan  

Cos 3. Give an account of the administration and economy of the Delhi sultanate and 

Vijayanagar Empire  

Cos 4. Elucidate the significant developments which took place in religion, society and culture  

9. Paper No. IX: Age of Revolutions  

After studying the course the student will be able to…  

Cos 1. Explain the causes and consequences of the Reformation  



Cos 2. Give an account of the role played by Martin Luther  

Cos 3. Explain the salient features of the Industrial revolution  

Cos 4. Given an account of the American revolution  

Cos 5. Explain the causes, effects and major events of French Revolution  

Cos 6. Explain the role of major leaders of the French Revolution 

10. Paper No. X: Political History of the Marathas 

After studying the course the student will be able to…  

Cos 1. Describe the political conditions of the Marathas upto the year 1740  

Cos 2. Explain the role of Balaji Bajirao.  

Cos 3. Explain the causes and effects of the Battle of Panipat. 

 Cos 4. Understand the political condition of the Marathas after 1761.  

Cos 5. Critically analyze the causes for the decline of Maratha power. 

11. Paper No. XI: History: Its Theory  

After studying the course the student will be able to…  

Cos 1. Understand the definition and scope of the subject of History 

 Cos 2. Know the process of acquiring historical data  

Cos 3. Explain the process of presenting and writing history  

Cos 4. Understand the methods of writing history  

B.A. Part- III, Semester- VI  

12. Paper No. XII:  Ancient India (From 4th c. BC to 7th c. AD) 

After studying the course the student will be able to…  

Cos 1. Know the political ,economic and religious developments which took place in early 

historic India  

Cos 2. Explain the role played by Major Satavahana, Kushana, Gupta and Vakataka Kings  

Cos 3. Give an account of the developments in the Post-Gupta period  

Cos 4. Have an informed opinion about the society and culture of Ancient India 

13. Paper No. XIII:  History of Medieval India ( 1526-1707 AD ) 



After studying the course the student will be able to…  

Cos 1. Know about the various sources for writing Medieval Indian history  

Cos 2. Explain the role of rulers like Babar, Akbar, Chandbibi and Ibrahim Adilshah II  

Cos 3. Gain knowledge about the administrative and revenue system  

Cos 4. Describe the condition of Industry and trade  

Cos 5. Explain important developments in religion, society and culture 

14. Paper No. XIV:  Making of the Modern World (16th to 19th Century) 

After studying the course the student will be able to…  

Cos 1. Know the causes and consequences of the Glorious revolution in England  

Cos 2. Explain the concept of Nationalism and account for its rise and spread.  

Cos 3. Describe the unification of Italy and Germany.  

Cos 4. Give an account of the rise, growth and impact of Imperialism  

Cos 5. Explain the significance of the Partition of Africa  

Cos 6. Know the life and thoughts of important leaders like Metternich, Karl Marx and Abraham 

Lincoln  

15. Paper No. XV:  Polity, Economy and Society under the Marathas 

After studying the course the student will be able to…  

Cos 1. Know the various sources for writing the history of the Marathas  

Cos 2. Explain the significant developments in the polity of the Marathas  

Cos 3. Describe the economic conditions  

Cos 4. Explain the social conditions.  

16. Paper No. XVI:  Methods and Applications of History  

After studying the course the student will be able to…  

Cos 1. Understand the nature of archival sources  

Cos 2. Gain conceptual clarity about recent trends in history.  

Cos 3. Know about the application of history in museums.  

Cos 4. Explain the concept and scope of heritage tourism. 



 

Shri Swami Vivekanand Shikshan Sanstha Kolhapur’s, 

Raje Ramrao Mahavidyalaya Jath, Sangli  

M. Sc. Analytical Chemistry 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES 

Name of Programme: M. Sc. Chemistry 

The following outcomes are specified by Shivaji University, Kolhapur. 

PO1: The M.Sc. analytical chemistry program at Shivaji University, Kolhapur provides the key 

knowledge base and laboratory resources to prepare students for careers as professionals in the 

field of chemistry and particularly in analytical chemistry enabling them to interface not only with 

various branches of chemistry (organic, inorganic, physical, biological, industrial, 

environmental, pharmaceuticals etc) but also with the related fields, and for professional courses 

and areas of research including medical, forensic, food, agriculture, dental, law, intellectual 

property, business programs etc. 

PO2: Students will be able to solve various problems by identifying the essential parts of a 

problem, formulate strategy for solving the problem, applying appropriate techniques to arrive at 

a solution, test the precision and accuracy of the solution and interpret the results. 

PO3: Students will be able to acquire domain specific knowledge and technical skills needed for 

employment in industries, teaching fields and pursue research. Students will be skilled in 

problem solving, critical thinking and analytical reasoning 

PO4: Students will be able to apply the fundamental knowledge to address the cross-cutting issues 

such as sustainable development 

PO5: Students will get perfect insight into qualitative and quantitative analytical chemistry and 

research ethics for production of quality research. 

PO6: Students will be able to communicate effectively i.e. being able to articulate, comprehend 

and write effective reports, make effective presentations and documentation and capable of 

expressing the subject through technical writing as well as through oral presentation. 

 
 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 

Name of Programme: M. Sc. Analytical Chemistry 

The following outcomes are specified by Shivaji University, Kolhapur. 

PSO1: Students will be able to prepare and qualify subject specific competitive exams like NET, 

SET and GATE and also other general public administration exams like M.P.S.C. and 

U.P.S.C. etc. exams. 



 

PSO2: Student will be able to utilize the knowledge and analytical skills in QA-QC and R&D 

departments in almost all the industries enabling them to secure jobs where analytical chemistry 

is the core requirement to ensure and ascertain the quality of the product. 

PSO3: Students will have opportunity for higher education leading to Ph.D. program. 

PSO4: Students will be able to explore contemporary research in chemistry and allied fields of 

science and technology, collaborate in team projects, communicate the results of scientific work in 

oral, written and electronic formats to both scientists and the public at large. 

PSO5: Students can start their own laboratories/startups/ chemical industry/ business 

(entrepreneurship). 

PSO6: Students will be able to interpret data from the state of art Analytical instruments for 

ascertaining the product/material. 

 
 
COURSE OUTCOMES: The course outcomes are specified by Shivaji University, 

Kolhapur 

M. Sc. Analytical Chemistry: 
 

Course Outcome 

CH-1.1 

(Inorganic Chemistry – I) 

1. Students will be able to explain the basic chemistry of 

transition metals and its compounds, spectroscopic 

characteristics of such compounds, nomenclature, reactions 

and applications. 

2. Students will obtain knowledge about Preparation, structure, 

physical and chemical properties of metal carbonyls of 

transition metals. 

3. Students will be able to understand the all aspects of 

synthesis, bonding, structure and reactivity of organometallic 

compounds and their applications in homogenous catalysis. 

4. Student will be able determine the stability of the complexes 

and will be able to explain the nuclear stability 

and reactions. 

CH-1.2 

(Organic Chemistry – I) 

1. Students will able to differentiate between various organic 

reactive intermediates. 

2. Students can recognize, classify, explain, and apply 

fundamental organic reactions. 

3. Students will have ability to distinguish between different 

kinds of isomers. 

4. Course will   develop   interest   in   writing   and   finding 

mechanisms of new reactions. 



 

CH-1.3 

(Physical Chemistry – I) 

1. Students will be able to understand basic principles of 

thermodynamics and statistical mechanics 

2. Able to learn advanced topics like quantum statistics and 

molecular dynamic simulation methods. 

3. Develop abilities to understand how to estimate and analyze 

the physicochemical properties of condensed and gas phase 

materials. 

4. Able to utilize spectral data to estimate molecular 

thermodynamic properties through partition function 

calculations. 

5. Understand properties of detergents and colloidal materials 

6. Learns the principles and techniques to understand gas and 

liquid adsorptions on solid surfaces 

7. Can learn spectral techniques to study surface adsorption 

phenomena. 

8. Learn principles and techniques for estimation of average 

molecular weight of a polymer or biological macromolecules 

CO9: Develop abilities to characterize polymers through 

understanding theories of virial 

coefficients, concepts of glass transition temperatures, etc. 

CH-1.4 

(Analytical Chemistry – I) 

1. Students would acquire the knowledge about the 

fundamentals of Analytical Chemistry including the 

sampling, sample pretreatment, basic techniques, methods and 

data handling, processing and statistical analysis of the same. 

2. Students would acquire the knowledge and understand the 

scope of Analytical Chemistry spanning various fields. The 

students will learn fundamentals of qualitative analysis using 

conventional techniques 

3. Students will learn the chromatographic techniques, choice of 

chromatographic techniques and tuning of the 

chromatographic technique as per the need based on the 

samples to deal with, learn electroanalytical techniques and 

computation chemistry which would groom them for 

alternative analytical strategies which form one of the 

important components of analytical chemistry. 

4. Students will learn about referring to the standard reference 

books and infer information from the same. Analytical case 

study problems would be discussed to familiarize with the 

scope and advantages of Analytical 

Chemistry. 



 

CH-2.1 

(Inorganic Chemistry – II) 

1. Students will get the knowledge of the basic chemistry of 

non-transition elements and their compounds, synthesis and 

structural features, and applications. 

2. To be able to explain the structures of inorganic compounds 

based on different theories. Student will understand the 

chemistry of various types of solvents. 

3. Be well versed with the knowledge about the chemistry of 

Lanthanides and Actinides with respect to occurrence, 

separation, compounds and applications. 

4. To understand the three dimensional structures of solid- state 

materials of industrial importance and to  get the 

knowledge of bio-inorganic Chemistry. 

CH-2.2 

(Organic Chemistry – I) 

1. Illustration of modern synthetic methods and applications of 

reagents. 

2. Provide knowledge of different organometallic 

compounds and various coupling reactions. 

3. Understand principle and applications of protection and 

deprotection of various functional groups. 

4. It will elaborate to understand the concept of 

chemoselectivity, regioselectivity and enantioselectivity. 

CH-2.3 

(Physical Chemistry – I) 

1. Students will learn basics of quantum mechanics. 

2. Knowledge of the course will form the basis or essential 

requirement for the course “Advanced Quantum Chemistry” 
CO3: Able to understand selection rules and to predict the 

electronic spectra of conjugated organic molecules. 

3. Able to study photochemical and photophysical phenomena 

4. Capable of qualitative and quantitative analysis of various 

ingredients from industrial, food and pharma samples using 

techniques of emission spectroscopy. 

5. Capable of understand the electrochemical aspects of 

materials, ionic processes and electrochemical sensors, 

battery materials and characterizations etc. 

6. Able to study electrokinetic effects and their applications in 

the field of protein separation, characterization etc. 

7. Understanding the molecular dynamics through kinetic 

studies. Applications to explore reaction pathways, protein-

ligand binding rates, etc. will help to understand 

life governing processes. 

CH 2.4 

Analytical Chemistry- II 

1.   Students will acquire the knowledge of spectroscopic 

tools/instruments used in chemical analysis and 

interpretation of the data. The scope and limitations of the 



 

 spectroscopic tools would be discussed so that the students 

learn about the type of samples which could be analyzed by 

these tools offering choices among the spectroscopic tools. 

2. Students will learn about the simple and advanced 

instruments used for analysis like NMR, MS, AAS, ICP and 

thermal analysis (TGA, DTA, DSC etc.) techniques spanning 

wide variety of samples to be considered for analysis. 

3. Students will learn about the instrumentation, sample 

preparation and handling of sample, analysis and data 

interpretation and structural elucidation. 

4. Learning about different instruments will give them idea 

about appropriate choice of the instrument for analysis based 

on the source and type of analyte(s) in the sample 

under consideration. 

PCH-I 1. Ability in professional sampling and sample treatment before 

actual analysis 

2. Ability to treat and evaluate the results of analysis 

3. Understanding and capability of performing basic 

chemical processes in a chemical laboratory 

4. Capability of performing measurements on basic analytical 

instruments (photometers, spectrometers, 

chromatographs, ion-selective electrodes) 

PCH-I 5. Students can be able to prepare various concentration 

solutions like molar, normal, ppm, etc. 

6. Determine the rate constants of various first order and second 

order reactions 

7. Determine the redox potential of a system, relative strength of 

acid etc using potentiometer, conductometer 

8. Know the formation of alloys like Brass, Bronze, phase 

diagram for binary and ternary systems studied in details like 

a composition, critical temperature, etc 

9. Validity of Freundlich adsorption isotherms to remove 

toxic material such as dye, acetic acid, and other industrial 

effluents 

PCH-II 1. Students can be able to prepare various concentration 

solutions like molar, normal, ppm, etc. 

2. Determine the rate constants of various first order and 

second order reactions 

3. Determine the   redox   potential   of   a   system,   relative 

strength of acid etc using potentiometer, conductometer 



 

 4. Know the formation of alloys like Brass, Bronze, phase 

diagram for binary and ternary systems studied in details like 

a composition, critical temperature, etc. 

5. Validity of Freundlich adsorption isotherms to remove 

toxic material such as dye, acetic acid, and other industrial 

effluents 

PCH 2.1 1. Students developed for precise sample solution preparation 

and sample treatment before actual analysis. 

2. Students can be able to perform the calculations and error 

analysis 

3. Develop understanding of basic chemical processes and 

deciding methods of analysis. 

4. Capability of performing measurements on basic analytical 

instruments (photometers, spectrometers, 

chromatographs, high end thermometers, refractometer, 

pH meter etc.) 

 1. Students can be able to prepare various concentration 

solutions like molar, normal, ppm, etc. 

2. Determine the unknown concentration and 

thermodynamic parameters using conductometer. 

3. Student will explore how to estimate order of reaction and the 

catalysis. 

4. Students can estimate refractive index and molecular 

weights of species. 

5. Students can understand the estimation of equilibrium 

properties like redox potential, phase diagram etc. 

ACH-3.1 

(Advanced Analytical 

Techniques) 

1. Develop knowledge of fundamental, instrumentation and 

working of state of art instrumental analytical techniques, 

effective use and choice of technique, written and/or oral 

communication of the concepts of analytical chemistry which 

will be useful as analytical chemist and R&D. 

2. Acquire knowledge of mass spectrometry, type of MS, 

ionization types and specific practical applications of MS. 

3. Acquire knowledge of basics of nanochemistry, 

nanomaterials and nanotechnology and application orientated 

synthesis and characterization of nanomaterials. 

4. This course gives wide understanding about the instrumental 

analytical techniques (SEM, TEM, EDS, STM, AFM, 

Raman, XFS, ESR, XPS, AES, SIMS etc.) employed for 

qualitative and quantitative analysis for contemporary 

research. 

ACH-3.2 1. Students will gain knowledge of the instruments used at 



 

(Organic Analytical 

Chemistry) 

the interface of Analytical-Organic chemistry useful for R&D 

and structural elucidation using UV-Visible, IR, 1H & 13C 

NMR, Mass spectrometry data and interpretation of the same. 

2. Students will acquire knowledge about the drug, their 

classification, sources of impurities (chemical, atmospheric 

and microbial contamination) in pharmaceutical raw materials 

and analysis of the same. 

3. Students will gain knowledge about the conventional and 

advanced analytical approaches for analysis of drug, vitamin, 

body fluids and clinical samples. 

4. Students will have an idea of commonly used pesticides and 

their analysis and also about forensic science and 

forensic sample analysis. 

ACH- 3.3: 

(Electroanalytical 

Techniques in Chemical 

Analysis) 

1. Fundamental knowledge of electrochemistry, electrodes, 

types of electrodes, its construction will lay foundation for the 

course. 

2. Students will gain knowledge and skill in electroanalytical 

techniques like cyclic voltammetry and its types, 

polarography, coulometry and dynamic light scattering 

technique for qualitative and quantitative analysis. 

3. Students will be familiar with the advanced electrodes used 

for chemical analysis, liquid-liquid membrane electrodes, 

enzymes and gas electrodes. 

4. Students will learn about electrophoretic techniques, 

advances in electrophoresis techniques and its analytical 

applications. 

ACH-3. 4 ) 

 

(A) 

(Environmental Chemical 

Analysis and Control) 

1. Students will acquire knowledge about sampling, criteria of 

good sampling, handling, preservation and storage of the 

samples, pretreatment and post treatment of samples. 

2. Students will acquire knowledge of conditions and strategies 

required during sampling and electrochemical and spectral 

methods for analysis of environmental samples. 

3. Students will learn about the air and water pollution, sources 

of pollution, typical parameters and properties (physical, 

chemical and biological) to be measured in air and water 

pollution with relevance to specific case studies. 

4. Students will be acquainted with organic pollutants and 

their analysis with special reference to pesticide analysis. 



 

ACH-3.4 ) 

(B) (Recent Advances in 

Analytical Chemistry) 

1. Students will be acquainted with ultra-purity and ultra- trace 

analysis required in electronic and semiconductor processing. 

2. Students will learn Radio-Analytical techniques for analysis. 

3. Student will be well versed with C13, P15 and O17 NMR 

Spectroscopy applications. 

4. Student will   learn   about   ESR   spectrometry   and   its 

applications quantitative analysis. 

ACH-3.4 

(B) (Recent Advances in 

Analytical Chemistry) 

1. Students will be acquainted with ultra-purity and ultra- trace 

analysis required in electronic and semiconductor processing. 

2. Students will learn Radio-Analytical techniques for analysis. 

3. Student will be well versed with C13, P15 and O17 NMR 

Spectroscopy applications. 

4. Student will   learn   about   ESR   spectrometry   and   its 

applications quantitative analysis. 

ACHP – V 

Practical -V 

1. In-depth training on laboratory solution preparations on all 

concentration scales 

2. Training on laboratory safety and lab ethics in scientific 

work 

3. Training on planning, design and execution of experiments 

4. Training on uncertainty estimations for experimentally 

measured and derived properties of solutions 

ACHP – VI 

Practical-VI 

1. Training on scientific literature search, defining the objective 

of the work, research skills, data representation in tabular and 

graphical form etc. 

2. Training on experimental verification of fundamental 

theories, comparison of data with literature and scientific 

discussion on any deviation of data from expected theoretical 

values or reported literature. 

3. Developing analytical skills 

4. Training on qualitative and quantitative analysis of analyte 

Part-II semester-IV 

ACH4.1 

(Modern Separation 

Method in Analysis) 

1. Students will learn about modern separation and 

chromatographic used for analysis of different type of 

samples. 

2. The student will understand instrumentation and mechanism 

of various separation techniques. 

3. Student will acquire knowledge regarding various choice of 

instrument and detectors to be used for analysis 

depending on the sample and matrix. 



 

 4. Student will learn fundamentals of extractive chromatography, 

types of extraction techniques, advances in extraction 

methods and their hyphenations with chromatography 

leading to addressing challenging 

problems in analytical chemistry. 

ACH-4.2 

(Organic Industrial 

Analysis) 

1. Acquire knowledge of handling and investigating the 

characteristics of the oils, fats, detergents and soap samples 

and analysis of the same providing opportunity in cosmetic, 

pharmaceuticals, dyes and polymers industries. 

2. Student will gain knowledge and importance of food quality, 

probe for food adulteration and adulterants, food 

preservative, food flavors and analysis of their components. 

3. Students will also gain knowledge about the animal food 

stuff and the additives added in the animal food stuff as 

antibiotics, dietary supplements and growth promoting drugs, 

preservatives etc. and analysis of the same. 

4. Student will learn about the analysis of cosmetics, face 

powder, hair dyes and hair care products, types of cosmetics, 

precautionary measures and composition of the cosmetics 

and specific roles of the ingredients. Will acquire knowledge 

about the paints, pigments and petroleum products, 

composition and analysis of the same 

using conventional and instrumental techniques. 

ACH- 4.3 

(Advanced Methods in 

Chemical Analysis) 

1. Students will be skilled in the techniques like fluorescence, 

phosphorescence, types of quenching, FRET and applications 

of the same in Analytical Chemistry and for addressing 

research problems. 

2. Students will gain knowledge of the kinetic methods of 

analysis supporting the analysis and data procured in 

research. 

3. The students will acquire the knowledge of advanced method 

of chemical analysis XPS, XRF, fluorescence and 

phosphorescence spectroscopy which will be beneficial in 

research. 

4. Students will acquire knowledge of identifying types of 

plastic and will also be able to and determination of 

metallic impurities in plastics 

ACH-4.4 (A) 

(Industrial Analytical 

Chemistry) 

1. The students will acquire knowledge of analysis of metals, 

alloys, minerals and ores commonly used in the industry. 

2. The students will be acquainted with the analysis of real 

samples like cement, plaster of Paris, different commercial 



 

 ores, soil composition, soil fertility, fertilizers etc using 

conventional and instrumental methods of analysis. 

3. Students will also gain the knowledge of analysis of 

commercial materials, explosives, polymers, resins, rubber, 

luminescent paints, lubricants and adhesives. 

4. These would offer opportunity to the students to get 

employment in industries for quality assurance and 

quality control (QA-QC) of the product. 

ACH-4.4 (B) 

(Quality Assurance and 

Accreditation) 

1. Students will acquire knowledge of QA-QC which in 

essential for analytical chemist, This covers a variety of 

chemical fields and this knowledge would help students 

working on various materials, understanding the basics of 

samples, sampling, sample storage, and pre-post treatment of 

samples. 

2. Students will acquire knowledge of good laboratory practices, 

professional ethics, and instrumental analytical chemistry, 

awareness of health hazards, remedial measures, analytical 

method development and validation. 

3. The students would be aware of the importance of 

documentation for raw materials and finished products, their 

monitoring, maintenance and management. World- wide 

agencies involved in regulating the analytical protocols and 

establishing standards. 

4. Students will gain knowledge about the quality assurance and 

accreditation, evolution and significance of quality 

management, available accreditation agencies and 

advantages of accreditation. 

ACHP – VIII 

Practical-VIII 

1. The students will acquire hands on training for conducting the 

representative experiments for the analysis of wide variety of 

samples of inorganic, organic and physical approaches by 

qualitative and quantitative analysis. Demonstrate 

professional and ethical attitude to serve the society 

2. Students will have knowledge of safety signs on container of 

chemicals, safety in handling of chemicals, MSDS sheets, 

learn sample preparation and characterization for confirming 

the purity. 

3. Students would acquire knowledge about the separation and 

estimation of amount of metal, metal ions, organic 

compounds etc. in given samples. 

4. Based on the experience of project work, students will 

have ability to start their R & D laboratory. 
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“्ሺान, वि्ሺान आवि सुसं्ቍार यांसाठी वि्ቌि ्ቚसार” 
                                                वि्ቌिमह्षी डॉ. बापूजी साळंुखे 

्ቦी ्ቭामी वििेकानंद वि्ቌण संस्था को्ቫापूर, संचावित 

राजे रामराि महावि्ቕािय, जत 

                            

मराठी विभाग 

Course Outcomes 

(२०१८ - २०२३ ) 
B. A. - I 

अभ्यासप्ऴिका ्ቅ. 1 (अ्षरबंध) 
१. ्ऴि्ቕा्ቕयांची मराठी भाषा आ्ऴण सा्ऴहत्या्ऴिषयी अ्ऴभरूची ्ऴिक्ऴसत करण.े 
२. मराठी सा्ऴहत्य परंपरा, लेखक, किी यांचा पररचय करून दणे.े 
३. ्ऴि्ቕा्वयाांमध्ये मातृभाषा, रा्िीय एकात्मता आ्ऴण उ्ሴ मानिी मूलयां्ऴिषयी जाणीि 

्ऴनमााण करणे. 
४. ्ऴिदया्वयााचा ्ि्ऴिमत्ि ्ऴिकास घडिून ्ऴि्ऴिध परी्षा आ्ऴण स्पधाा परी्षांची 
पूिातयारी  करून घेण.े 
५. ्ऴचिपट आ्ऴण ्ቚसारमाध्यमे यांच्या लखेन आ्ऴण उपयोजनाच्या आकलनाचा अिकाश  
िाढ्ऴिणे. 
 

अभ्यासप्ऴिका ्ቅ. २  अ्षरबंध 

१. मराठी सा्ऴहत्यातील का्ि परंपरेचा पररचय करून दणेे. 
२. िृतपिीय लेखन ्ቚकारांचा पररचय करून दणे.े. 
३. पिलेखन आ्ऴण आकलनाचे स्िरूप ि ्ቚकार यांचा पररचय करून दणे.े 
 

Course Outcomes 

B. A. II 

अभ्यासप्ऴिका ्ቅ. III  काय डेंजर िर सटुलाय ि मराठी भा्ऴषक कौशलये 
१. नाटक या िा्य ्ቚकाराचे आकलन करून घणेे. 
२. समकालीन नाटकातून नाटककाराच्या साम्कालाचे ्ቚ्ऴतबबब कशा्ቚकारे ्ቚकट होते याचा 
अभ्यास करण.े 
३. ना्ाभ्यासा्ቛारे ्ቚयोगरूप नाटक ि ना््षिेातील ्ञानसंपादनास चालना दणेे. 
४. ना्ाभ्यासातून सभ्यता, संस्कृती, रा्िीय एकात्मता ि बंधुता िाढीस लािणे. 
५. ्ऴि्ቕा्वयाांमध्ये संिादलेखन कौशलय े्ऴिक्ऴसत करणे. 
 

 



अभ्यासप्ऴिका ्ቅ. IV   का्िगंध ि मराठी भा्ऴषक कौशलय े

१. मराठी का्िपरंपरा ि ्ቚिाहांची ओळख करून घेणे.  
२. मराठी का्िातून ्ቚकट होणारे माणूस आ्ऴण समाज यातील परस्परसबंंध शोधण.े 
३. क्ऴितेच्या का्िात्मक आकृतीबंधाचे मोल अभ्यासणे. 
४. का्िा्ቚिाहानुरूप का्िालेखानाचे ्ऴिशेष अभ्यासणे. 
५. ्ቚात्य्ऴ्षकादिारे का्िलेखन कौशलय ेरुज्ऴिणे. 
 

अभ्यासप्ऴिका ्ቅ. V  माती, पंख आ्ऴण आकाश ि मराठी भा्ऴषक कौशलय े

१. आत्मचररि या िा्य ्ቚकारची ओळख करून दणेे. 
२. आत्मचररिकाराच्या ्ि्ऴिमत्िाची जडण-घडण आ्ऴण त्याचा संकल समजून दणेे. 
३. आत्मिृत लखेन कौशलये ्ऴिक्ऴसत करण.े 
 

अभ्यासप्ऴिका ्ቅ. VI  जुगाड ि मराठी भा्ऴषक कौशलय े

१. कादबंरी या िा्य ्ቚकारची ओळख करून दणेे. 
२. मानिी मूलयां्ऴिषयी जाणीि ्ऴनमााण करण,े  

३. कादबंरीलखेनाचे ्ऴिशेष अभ्यासण.े 
४. िृत्ांतलखेन कौशलये रुज्ऴिणे. 
 

Course Outcomes 

B. A. III 

अभ्यासप्ऴिका ्ቅ. VII (सा्ऴहत्य्ऴिचार) 
१. पौ्िाात्य, पा्ाात्य ि आधु्ऴनक भारतीय सा्ऴहत्यशाኚᮌाचे स्िरूप समजून घेणे. 
२. ल्ऴलत ि ल्ऴलतेतर सा्ऴहत्याचे स्िरूप समजून घेणे. 
३. सा्ऴहत्य ्ቚयोजनांचे आकलन करून घेण,े 

४. सा्ऴहत्याची ्ऴन्ामती्ቚ्व्ቅया आ्ऴण त्याचे स्िरूप समजून 

५. भाषेतील अलंकार समजून घेणे. 

अभ्यासप्ऴिका ्ቅ. VIII  मराठी भाषा ि भाषा्ऴि्ञान 

१. भाषोत्पत्ीचा अभ्यास करणे. 
२. भाषा्ऴि्ञानाचा पररचय करून दणे.े 
3. भाषा्ऴि्ञान आ्ऴण मराठी भाषा यांचा सहसबंंध जाणून घेण.े  
४. स्िन्ऴिचार, रुप्ऴिचार ि िाक्य्ऴिचारांचा पररचय करून घेण.े 
५. मराठी भाषे्ऴिषयी ्ऴि्ቕा्वयााची आिड ्ऴिक्ऴसत करण.े 

 

 



अभ्यासप्ऴिका ्ቅ. IX  मध्ययुगीन मराठी िा्ቇयाचा इ्ऴतहास (्ቚारंभ ते इ.स. १५००) 
१. मध्ययुगीन मराठी िा्ቇयाचा का्ऴलक अभ्यास करण.े 
२. मध्ययुगीन मराठी िा्ቇयाचा स्थूल पररचय करून घेण.े 
३. मध्ययुगीन मराठी िा्ቇयाचे स्िरूप, िै्ऴशि्् ेअभ्यासणे. 
४. मध्ययुगीन मराठी िा्ቇयातील महत्िाचे ्ंቇथकार आ्ऴण ्ंቇथ यांचा स्थलू पररचय करून घेणे 
५. मध्ययुगीन मराठी िा्ቇयाच्या ग्ቕ, प्ቕ रचनेचे ्ऴिशेष अभ्यासण.े 
 

अभ्यासप्ऴिका ्ቅ. X मराठी भाषा ि अथााजानाच्या संधी 
१. सजानशील लेखन्ቚ्व्ቅया समजून घेणे. 
२. िैचाररक लेखनाचे स्िरूप अभ्यासण.े 
३. शोध्ऴनबंध ि ्ቚकलपलेखन कौशलय समजून घणेे. 
४. आंतरजालािरील मराठी लेखनप्ቍती अभ्यासणे. 
 

अभ्यासप्ऴिका ्ቅ. XI  िा्ቇय ्ቚिाहाचे अध्ययन : मध्ययुगीन 

१. मध्ययुगीन महारा्ि ि महानुभाि पथं यांचा पररचय करून घेणे.  
२. महानुभाि िा्ቇयाच्या ्ቚेरणा ि स्िरूप समजून घेणे. 
३. महानुभािीय ्ंቇथकार केसोबास यांचा पररचय करून घेण.े 
४. दषृ्ांतपाठातील आशयस्िरूप ि अ्ऴभ्ििी ्ऴिशेष अभ्यासणे, 
५. दषृ्ांतपाठातील भा्ऴषक िैभिाचा पररचय करून घेणे. 
 

अभ्यासप्ऴिका ्ቅ. XII  सा्ऴहत्य्ऴिचार 

१. शब्दशिींचे आकलन करून घेण.े 
२. सा्ऴहत्यातील रसाचे स्िरूप ि रस्ቚ्व्ቅया समजून घेणे. 
३. ्ऴन्ामतीच्या आनंदाची मीमांसा करणे. 
४. ्ििहार भाषा, शाኚᮌभाषा आ्ऴण सा्ऴहत्यभाषा यातील भेद समजून घेणे.. 
५. सा्ऴहत्यभाषेचे आकलन करुन घेणे. 
६. भाषेतील छंद ि िृते यांचा अभ्यास करण.े 
 

अभ्यासप्ऴिका ्ቅ. XIII  मराठी भाषा ि भाषा्ऴि्ञान 

१. मराठी भाषेची िणा्ििस्था समजून घेणे.  
२. ध्िनी ि अथापररितानाची कारणे ि ्ቚकार यांची मा्ऴहती करून घेण.े 
३. ्ቚमाणभाषेचे स्िरूप ि ्ऴिशेष अभ्यासण.े 
४. बोलींचे स्िरूप ि ्ऴिशेष समजून घेण.े 

 



अभ्यासप्ऴिका ्ቅ. XIV  मध्ययुगीन मराठी िा्ቇयाचा इ्ऴतहास (इ.स. १५०० ते इ.स. १८००) 
१. पं्ऴडत किी ि त्यांची रचना यांचा पररचय करून घेण.े 
२. बखर िा्य आ्ऴण शा्ऴहरी िा्य यांचे स्िरूप, ्ऴिशेष अभ्यासणे. 
 

अभ्यासप्ऴिका ्ቅ. XV  मराठी भाषा ि अथााजानाच्या संधी 
१. ्ቚसारमाध्यमातील अथााजानाच्या संधी आ्ऴण भा्ऴषक कौशलये यांचा पररचय करून घेणे.  
२. स्पधाा परी्षांमध्य ेमराठी भाषा ्ऴिषयाचे महत्ि समजून घेणे. 
३. उ्ቕोग ि सेिा ्षेिात मराठी भाषे्ቛारे अथााजान्ቚा्ी संदभाात ्ञान सपंादन करणे. 
४. मु्वित शोधनाची प्ቍत अभ्यासणे. 
 

अभ्यासप्ऴिका ्ቅ. XVI  ( िा्ቇय ्ቚकाराचे अध्ययन : ल्ऴलत ग्ቕ (्ि्ऴि्ऴचिे) 
१. ल्ऴलत ग्ቕ िा्ቇय ्ቚकाराचे स्िरूप अभ्यासण.े 
२. ्ि्ऴि्ऴचि संकलपना ि स्िरूप समजून घणेे.  
३. ्ቚिाहानुरूप मराठीतील ्ि्ऴि्ऴचिांचे स्िरूप अभ्यासणे. 
४. 'मुलखािेगळी माणस'ंमधील शै्ष्ऴणक, सामा्ऴजक, सांस्कृ्ऴतक, राजकीय पयाािरण आ्ऴण 
कौटंु्ऴबक भाि्ऴि्ቫ अभ्यासणे. 
५. 'मुलखािेगळी माणस'ंमधील ्ቇामीण ि उपे्ऴ्षतांच्या जीिनाचे आकलन करून घणेे. ६. 
'मुलखािेगळी माणस'ंमधील अ्ऴभ्ििी, ्ऴनिेदनशैली ि भाषा्ऴिशेष अभ्यासणे. 
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